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'SOLn OVR   RTUn GHT"MA¥OR 
seized;. 
three held[ 
I Three men and a- juvenile 
vere arrested here' Thursday  o~ 
a mar i juana  charge. .  
Po l ic~ ar res ted  Raymonc  
Lagace ,  Graham'  Gor-haerdl 
and  James  O!sen in possessio~ 
of a Kilo of mar i juana . . .  
"llm three appeared  in court 
here  ..Friday and  were  
remanded for April 3 for a plea. 
They  are  charged  with 
possession of mar i j~na  for the 
purpose of trafficking. 
Who ,s tabbed T 
$13,000. 
deficit 
for Mills 
, Mills Memm:ial Hospital 
operated at a budget deficit of 
nearly $13~000 in 1970. 
"It surely is nothing to be 
proud of, but if one considers 
the 1970 problems then it looks - 
mighty good," said treasurer 
Thee Hidber. 
Among those problemsi H- 
idber said, was the general e- 
conomic slowdown last year. F- 
ewer patients entered the hos- 
pital than anticipated, bringing. 
in fewer dollars to the hospital. 
PINPOINTS 
Another factor Hidber 
pinpoints i s  the 1970 budget 
approved by Victoria. 
The hospital receives its 
budget at the end. of August 
after operating for the first part 
of the year on a, speculated 
budget. "- 
Administrator Parker Mills 
,said the h~pit~i: ~'oVersl~nt' 
itself in the. ~beginnidj[~iSf"~the 
year, expecting a larger hudget. 
And to make matters worse,• 
Victoria added an additional $1- 
0,000 revenue "to our already 
over-estimated budget," Hidber 
said. 
HITS LOFFMARK 
He also singled out Health 
FROM ATOP COPPER MOUNTAIN, Terrace and Thornhill ies far in the distance..Herald Photographer Tess B~'ousseau snowmobllied up to the snowy kingdom last weekend.Staff photo. . 
BY HOSP ITAL  ASSOCIATIOI  1871 454 ,babies 
In the previous year, four sets 
of twins and one set of triplets 
Births increased by 21 babies 
Minister Ralph Loffmark's. 
 .o on. 00oroeo, Secret  meet ings  hit  then negotiated settlement with" last year 
hospital unions. . 
: ' ' . No twins or triplets were born 
, . . , , , ,  ~r," ~ " ~ Members  of the Ter race  and  D is t r i c t  Hosp i ta i  Some members complained in Terrace last year. 
Trustees  Assoc ia t ion  want  the r ight  to a t tend  hospita l  board  that by meeting only once a In the previous year, 
meetings, year they are "in the dark"  
, about hospital business. '~ere born in Terrace. are  women And they  sa id  so Wednesday  n ight  at  the i r  annua l  And Waldermar Penner Birt~ s incl ease, 
meeting. Members voted 33-11 to call a special charged that some association in 1970 over 1969. 
Mills Memorial Hospital meet ing  Apr i l  21 to ammend the  const i tut ion  so members were turned away 
has two new women trustees, they may attend board meetings "as observers." from a board meeting. Last year, 454 births were 
Mrs. Ellen Bastin and Mrs. • " recorded here and in 1969, 433 
• . . ,~ .  . .  
the union agreement. 
. .  The total payroll increased 
Mrs.'Bastin and~Mrs. • Power about$166~600 between 1969 and 
will replace, Dave Lloyd and 1970 although the, hospital ' Tourists .by the thousand~ Last Tuesday Clift and those Yellawhead has been potinded. 
M.A. MacDonald on :the'bGard. empoloyed 3.6 ,per cent fewei".~, are discovering the mighty opposed to the grant, were into council, and popalatton 
TEACHER • full-time people. Skeena country. . criticized in reports on r~dio alike--encourage more sad 
Mrs. Bast in has-.:livL~l in LIGHTER LOAD . They pour down the and TV. more tourists, make it easy. 
Terrace four years.and is the And the cut in staff.was due to Yellowhead tlighway incars, .  The criticism, came in for them.togetintayoiw, area 
wife of John Bastin, principal of • .a lighter patient.load than in campers and trailers. ~ remarks made by J. F.red. aqd theyl will make you rich, 
Ca ledonia Senior  Secondary 1970 than.in 1969.. • - • They are discovering the Weber, ~[ce-president. of. the and t0helL with .the, ecology, 
School. She teaches part- Total': salaries, rose from Skeena River is one of the best V e I t o w h e a d ~ o u t e the natural resources and the 
time. And Mrs. Power, the $842,298 in 1~9 to $i,008,917 last sport-fishing rivers in North. Association. recrea'ti0nal potential of your 
mother of three; is. the wife of year, •marl~mg an ihcrease' of • America. "After Ilstenin[~ to radio and area?' ."~ . L 
Hugh Power who heads, the r "$166,619.. • • • They are an Industry which • TV' reports denouncing my "You.get this'for'a eosi of 
local Adult Education program. ": But Staff was reduced ~r0m pours dollars into our local action, ~ I '  ha~e decided to $5~), or six-e'ents per-capita," 
Other elecied trastee~ are 134.79 in 1969 to' 131.20 the next ~ economy. •clarify my reasoning, as these he added., % ~; '..-k .. ~' ~ . .  v : 
Miller, Ted Hldber, Mrs. year. . 'POLLUTION . . . .  ~.~- ~Xeportii.: make/ i t•sound .as .At. th'~ •council m'eeiing: 
Lorraine JohnstOne' and Gerry ' . Two reason~ for the 're¢lueed ,u,,° • a~,=u,ums~'^ -: . . . . . . .  ,u "-::--'~,-r,~,~" :" 'though I . . _~ . .. sh0uld~ . . . . .  be _kn°wn as earlier, Aid. Lloyd. Johnstonce 
• • • ~merman nnll-W~t from now suggested even one new motel i Martin. ~ .~ . .{ ' ,~ . ~ alderman Ev Clift~ lhey. also. . . . . . .  . ' 
• on, recurred Cliff in a bring the .seeds of pollution ; ' od: sts :climb ,vo..d_., than  , cover  ~ the  ;' F O  " C O  and ec01ogical destruct ion, ,  statement t° TheHerald. $500 grant., ~, . , .  
• ' " " ..."Wea~'e not _~eddy for the ~ Ilerald; . • • ' -!'Cilftsaid.that Was not, the 
• . . ' .  : ~ tourist •trade, •'' ~iaid Clift~ : ;.And,~:CUR had a counter- answer~ / " . . . .  1~ ~ : '=  ~ . '  r " with in,,at, n m - ' - ' o  "" . . . .  ,~' " simplyi ..•'0 •' ~.•' ~:•./' proposdL .... :• ":: " :;~ "•" '  ' . : the  Statement,•:he"•:4•:"/•:;'~•'.said:.. ~' • Cliff. was  one-~ or.  three .: ~ ile:sdbi hewouldiike to see ",~,~ey,: dl weneed i~, on¶ 
" "/" : ' wJmv edat develolled . "a '  Te'ehnical i the.last- ne'~en~ :i's'e i "support he~ aldermen ot ~ T : " ..... :~  ' ' . . . .  
f mun le i  a our l s t  P lann ln  • ; counc i l , -  meetingo, " p I " ." • • . ,  ~;,; . ; g , cos t ,  o 'erJea "taxpayer's' .'!iTotal food costs .at.:..Mills"' as_compared to $44,200:In 1970~ ' .against. a4Sl8 mUnlelpaigrant ...msoelauon./. "" '.,"'.."~",: :' • 'nd~i ee 
• Memorial Hospital declined In But on!y'98;~l patients were; ~ i~the,Yellowhe~d .Adsoelatidn .?.,A TTPA w!ll~solve a lot of ~4'i~ )n ", :;in ~ the: 
,.i 1970 from.1969; ~'. , serv .ed ~;in'~i.x970.~Whlle ': 114,162 '.~ .for, tourism pi~bmotlon,.Aldei~ni* :our:,proMems:.i'a'n~di.~a :l~t .~or .w~,'i r¢.ute~, and I say. 
; '..But the decline was  due  to . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,  u ~n~ - . . . . . .  were served in the preViouS ;~ en lml MacDonald.and Gordon ' murmt probl~ms,'~ he  ;7.~ p, rGtect the' 
iTerraee area fewer . .p~;• :•  .~e  ~cOat~r• .year;,!•~:i..: ~•i•.!:. .,/:~.•!:.:. !, ?.,-..;.i./..: •~1 M sG"~°ted'hgainst It;•••./: I L•• :!•"~m- aln,t-abied''!. • ": •~d:-' . , [ F~ lind s~-,--,-*,o"~ 
meal  .^ . . .  ,v.,-,.,.,;.. ,~,,,~,~u. m,..,.-eooa.eosts~.h0wevel.; Wei'e on" I ~~'-': .... ...,. ;., ,.:.'.;,;. . ~.:.: .. ,,. m am sta;ement,  Cllft Sold: ; , ; ,~  . -... . '"':"::,- '~*~ 
. . . . . .  • '.' . ,': .'. .: .... ~, n--..u -,,,.,,e,,, ....... ~u . I ~ ' ' " " '" ' '""':' . . . .  " . . . . . . .  ' toUrlst burd  .... "~ . . . .  ] , .The total raw fo0ds~eosts " , ' . , . . ~ the tin by casting tlie deckUng ,, r " .. . • ens us, with, . . tO per meal.  ili ,1969..tb. 40 17. last . . . . . . . . .  ., . . . . .  , - . The .  prlme., reason lng  . .:~=, ,, ,..:, v. . . . .  ... ': 
the  hosnital ill 1070 was ~ 613 ... .  - . . . .  ~ . , vote to defeat he grant requesL behind the m./i - . . . . . . . . . . .  , •' , ' . •  .~: . . . .  
r ~ , " ' ' ' ' 1~:~* ' '  ' '  4" '~ " * ' ' . '  * " '  ~ : " r . . . . .  r' ~ . . . . . . . . . .  r . _mot lon  o f . , the  . ,  ~. tontd  Pn e~-  . . . .  , . . . . .  1 , . , : • .~  ,• . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  1. , " .~  . . . .  , , ' . . . . . .  ~ / "  g . -, I 
the  edge  over  the big un ion .  
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Jolliffe fights 
for Terrace spur 
BY RUN THODY 
• A "mystery  man"  has  s tabbed Ter race  in  the 
back ,  charges  Mayor  V ictor  Jol l i f fe.  
• He says  'he in tends  to f ind out who by  process  of 
e l im inat ion .  ,• 
The  mayor  was  comment ing  on a br ie f  p repared  
by four  nor thern  mayor  that  bypassed  Ter race  as a 
ra i l - spur  to  l ink Ter race  and  the Yukon,  
In  the  br ief ,  whi~:h proposeda  $6.9-bil l ion regi -  
ona l  deve lopment  program for a l l  of B.C. nor th  of 
the  52rid para l le l ,  Haze l ton  is earmarked  for the  
spur  which  wou ld  open the  resource - r i ch  nor .  
thwest ,  
The brief, presented to Regio- through the Nasa. ~ 
ni l  Expansion Minister Jean "However, the brief subm- 
Marchand in Ottawa,, was itted does not read this way but 
prepared after a meeting in rather leave.~ it open. It doesn't 
Prince George one month ago. say Terrace or Hazelton in the 
NOTTOLD 1970 release." 
Terrace was notified, but not "This," Jolliffe added, "is a 
told of the seriousness of the major change and.could have d- 
• meeting. Also, the Kitimat- rastic effects on the Terrace 
Stikine Regional Board was economy in the future." 
notified. He said, "I believ~ the time is 
Board Secretary-treasurer now ripe that Terrace should be 
John Pousette said he didn't making a strong presentation to 
attend, but he said Hazelton Mr. Jamieson. To correct this 
mayor Perry York went "as an Cont'd on Page 2 
observer". 
No Terrace members were Lock auto, 
told that the regional district w- 
as sending anyone, 
But,.according to Prince Ge- " ' 
crime Mayor~Harr~ Moffat wl~a qL4ff~'~*'rt ~-~"~!~ 4 ,~ 
, w.as, indeed, represented: He • I~i~v0ur;c.'ar' warn o,~, ,~.~ 
to ld:The Herald he couldn't RCMPf " ' ~• '~"" '~ 
remember who it was. Within the last week, two 
Terrace council, said Jolliffe, unlocked vehieles have. been 
stolen and later toured by police. 
reasoned that the mystery pers- RCMP sppeculate the 
Regional District. vehicles are being used for "joy 
rides" by someone who can 
start the cars without" a key. 
Both vehicles were taken 
msue of The Herald which - from the Keystone Apartments 
parking lot on Scott Avenue. 
did not send anyone. He 
on was conceivably from the - 
Jolliffe said he was answering 
.a story and editorial in the last 
inferred he was not making all 
known to the public or council. 
MOST EFFECTIVE 
The mayor said last year 
Transport Minister Don 
Jamieson recieved a feasibility 
study which clearly showed 
Terrace to be the most econo- 
mical and effective jumping off 
place for the CNR spur. 
The presentation, he said,• 
to go toOttawa to present the: 
llASE EDGE " " railway north proposal..." 
• It has the edge, says IWA '*It now appears that what l 
ousiness agent Jack thought was a presentation by 
• MacKenzie, because it'has the Jth~ District of Terrace in - 
. blessings of the company. ~,  .~.: January of 1970 was, in fact, a 
"Nell Rcos, representative:0f 'l~resentation .by  Mr.  John 
the company Unimi known/as Pousette ,on behalf of the 
• CLAC is circulating a petition :.: Regional ;District (Kitimat.S= 
for signature of ~em- tikine)," the mayorsaid. ~ 'Safeway Store, 
ployees...during working hours, . .  TllROUGH NASS . Fined in  court 
lunch periods and rest periods ;. ,That plan that I saw before Paul Jamaeff, 49, 
obviously 'wi th the full ;:weSentMr. P0usetteto Ottawa The_,incident ....
knowledge and support of the clearly showed the railway line Maroh;i2;!(;Jah~i 
mpuny, MacKenzm said. .~omg . ,up~rom 'Terrace up  ,"n0t igulity~'.i:btlt ' 
The IWA can only/organize m.rough:Kalum Valley,and.up ':gui!tY~iaft~;'~t.c6~ 
• outside the gates, he added; " ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " :':''~,`::,~:~'~u~';::c~ 
to The sign,petiti°n say ng they callsare on workers n t now " A ": ":.happy 1441th" . . . . . .  T 
' a member of the IWA and "have 
no desire to become member Or  Schuy ler  :' 
oftheIWAor takepart inanyof . . . .  . :  : .  . . . . . . . .  * 
its funetions:.'~ •': ' , • " .- .Schuyler:Colfax's 1'481h '1~ -:•• '•:::!::~!'::i:'~i~iel 
"This insidious threat, ' Says 'day was eelebrat ~a :-" ~" . . . . . . . . . . .  
:MaeKehzie," to 'tho~e Who ~ '":  " ' . r 4 = ~u ~"'~A'~rrac~ pre_sent~ ; f la 
" " " ' "  ' - "~ " - ";' ": 9 .... '~ranuJOWeluoI refuse to sign is~ crystal clear. '/ wno s:schuyler~=mmX.. ' : ..: ~,~d,~ ~,~, .  ~_~, 
PRESSU RE:;: .~ . . .  : ._ , was a vlce-preside~t of he Va"*,,'" " . ..... 
'"They Would,;bytheir ~,efusal ~ u S 'andf0mderoftheRebeknh :,.~.~'~:'"../~ i .v:. ~• ' • " • " • : Tne ~' rdemo~ 
be ind icat ing  where  the i r  degree~ ' .  '~ '  , : :  . . . . . .  : . •_ .  ' .• . .  "'~ - . ,  ~-. :•, . - . . . . " : ' :  . . ' :~ ' . . " : ' :  ' :~ ,~ '  .:, "~ 3maKmg plans' i( 
. s.y~npa_m~u.l!e..ana :~Coum.. ~ . . .  : The. skeena Vallev:Rel~IdiK/Dldtr|dt/~laoor 
• "They wanted .to sit in and 197 1 
! Olga Power were elected "~o ~g. -~  they were not allowed to sit in, were recorded. 
i Wednesday to serve throe year was made by the town's then Hospital payroll hesaid. Two unions fight elerk-administrator, John-  I terms on the Board of Trustees. • John Chen Wing proposed . Pousette. 
[ The women were chosen at a that the constitution be am- But, after checking the - 
we l l -a t tended hosp i ta l  climbs sharply meaded to a l low members  to  :[or Poh |e  work minutes o facoanc i lmeet ing  association meeting Wednesday atten  board meeings. Only January 30.1970 the "Canadian night. . . 
association members, and not 
Also nomin~ted for the board the public would be in- :e ra  National Northern Trans 
Canada Yukon Territories Rail- 
were L.E. Pruden and • eluded. The constitution, he way Extension" brief did not 
Waldemar Penner. Pruden lost A new union agreement sent patient load were pinpointed by said, ik"silent" on the matter A union organizational battle (CLC-AFL-CIO) local 1-17 and have the town's name affixed to 
out in the vote and Penner the payroll at Mills Memorial hospital administrator Parker But  lVI.A. MacDonald a is shaping up at Colcel's Pohle the Christian Labor Association it. 
Lumber Mill in Terrace. declined the nomination. Hospital climbing in 1970 Mills. retiring trustee, opposed the of Canada are after eer- It was signed, Jolliffe said, by 
TOTURNUP although fewer employees were B~th the International tification for about 160 workers John Pousette, "Secretary- 
More than 70 people attended hired by the' hospital tha'n' in Cont'd on Page 2 Cont'd on' Page 2 Woodworkers of America, at the mill. treasurer, Regional District of 
the meeting, mahy. of them •1969. • 
members of~ the K'Shain The new payroll agreement.. I The IWA. with its thoubands Skeena, "B", '(Kitimat- 
represents he average of $1,000 of members' in the U.S. and Stikine)" 
Business and Professional . _~We' re  no t r end  Canada, is a powerful force. Hazelton is Women's Club. ' Both Mrs. a year increase for. each em- within the regi- 
Bastin and Mrs. Power are ployee, . ~w 1 , ,w  ~ The CLAC has. only 200 or so ona] district. • fo r  Ye l lowhead '  members in the province and is According to municipal members of, that club. Some employees garnered not affiliated with a ~ labor council minutes f Jan. 26, 1970 
Trustee chairman Norm more, others less as a result of . • . group, "The committee r commended 
Miller praised the large turn-" But, says the IWA. CLAC has that~r. Pousette be authorized. out. 
~Kenzie says 
. . ~: .  :. 
Headmaster 
in Terrace 
.~  could 
The headmaster of one of 
B.C.'s best-known independent '~ 
schools will visit Terrace 
Thursday, ~' 
Pat MacLachian. headmaster i 
of Shawnigan Lake School on - ! 
Vancouver Island will meet 
with school officials, parents 
and teachers. 
A Rhodes scholar and. a 
Rhodesian by birth, MaeLacha- 
in has made newsworthy 
comments on the independent 
schools versus the public 
school, 
While in Terrace, ,he will 
discuss the school's Centennial 
Scholarship program under 
which five boys will be given 
free tuition from grades eight or 
nine through graduation. 
Each scholarship, ff followed 
through to graduation, is worth f s12. , i} 
Ba i te r ies  -• :i! 
bring, ch ge 
for, shoplifting:! two.-ipacks2,,of : i 
flashiigbt batteries ~,from ~ the .~ 
Thursday: ,was  
of Te~a~.  ~,j 
d~nt..:.Jtmk, mJn¢~ .... .- 
I 
PAGE 2 
TOO many 
tourists 
says Cli£t 
Cont'd from Page Z 
"We. ourselves, are 
damaging, the natural things 
of the country rapidly enough 
without spending money to. 
call in the ~hoek troups (or 
tourists) to help devistate the 
surroundings at an .ever- 
increasing rate just for a fast 
buck," Cliff said. 
Clift. Offered severa l  
solutions "or. at least a way of 
slowing down the carnage':. 
-.--"Planning..An i ventory 
of all our resources, effected. 
by. or having an effect on 
tourists. 
-- A study to understand the 
best methods of.encouraging 
the. tourist to leave more 
dollars in the area. 
--. A study to encourage the 
tourists in the direction we 
would like them to con- 
centrate. 
-- Awareness by the 
businesses most affected by 
the tourist trade and gr.eater 
financial assistance from this 
source, and .... 
Much more efficient con" 
servation activity, 
Cliff added that the one 
conservation fficer in the area 
is already overburdened 
"i could burden you for another 
hour as to why we are not ready 
to encourage the tourist trade, 
but...I wili. aay the highway 16 
will become a provincial and 
federal responsibility as in the 
case of the Trans-Canada big- 
I IW~ly . "  
'[IERETO ST.fY' 
"Don't worry," Cliff added, 
"the tourist is here to stay in 
far greater quantities than our 
technology can support.". 
"1 might add, the .tourists. 
who can't find accomodation 
in Prince Rupert are contin: 
• . ' !  might add, the .tourists• 
who can't find accomodation 
in Prince Rupert are .con- 
tinually passing the tourists 
going the other, way who can't 
find aeeomodation in 
Terrace." Clift said.. 
.A Ilerald check of several 
motels in the area disclosed 
that many dozens of tourists, 
mainly American, have 
already booked units;for the 
summer, .Clift also cited a ..~,. 
lack of adequate' trailer" 
parkiug spaces, camper 
Imrking spaces and adequate 
water and sewage facilities. 
• This situation, he said later, 
must be •greatly improved to 
meet tourist needs. 
"Above all," Cliit,.added, 
"don't give away out won.- 
derful country .without con- 
sidering the cost." 
Wi PED OUT 
Vancouver was totally 
destroyed by fire June 13, 1886. 
It had only a few hundred 
residents at the time. 
UPSEY-DAISEY...Joan Hislop. bounces on the trampoline 
during the Skeena Junior Secondary School open house Wedn-. 
esday night. Students demonstrated use of school equipment for 
their parents---Staff photo 
End secret meets, 
says association 
Con'd from Page t 
idea. 
"You empower these people 
(trustees) to carry out the 
responsibility for you. You are 
making the thin'g so 'con~mnn 
that nothing of any importance 
will be carried out," he said. 
'WE SIIOULD ATTEND!" 
Another man quickly rose, "If 
we are going to be members and 
aware of what goes on, we 
should attend," he said. 
He added, "Democracy 
requires information. I don't 
think this should interfere with 
the board's ability to function." 
But A.J. McColl, a lifetime 
trustee, was also against he 
idea. 
"You as members of the 
association can do as you 
please. You can hold your own 
monthly meetings if you want," 
he said. 
Payroll takes hike 
Cont'd from Page I 
He said that the general poor 
economy of the area in 1970 kept 
people with minor ailments 
from entering hospital. 
BETTER SERVICE 
And, he said, natives in the 
Nass Valley had the services of 
a full-time nurse and received a 
better visiting nurse service 
than in 1969, making fewer 
visits to the hospital necessat~y 
in 1970. 
The total number of "patient 
days" dropped from 31,748 in 
1969 to 29,204 in 1970. 
And each drop in patient days •
resulted in a $40 a day loss in the 
hospital's budget which is 
determined by the provincial 
government i  Victoria. 
~ii! i i i !~U" 
:. _ 
NEWEST IDEA IN HOME DECOR! 
TERRACE HERALD TERPJ~CE, B.C. 
" ,T;. 
. : " • ;4  • 
" " , . . . - ,  . ,  " ............. MONDAY, ~RCH;~,9,'I 
J o ! l i f fe  seekS  myster :  .... ..... . y 
who 'stabbed town In"  back'  .•: Y . :  
• Scented  
DECORATOR 
FLORAL BOWL 
AIR REFRESHER I ROOM SCENTER 
Exciting new decorator f oral bowl. Different, Ex- 
qu!slte L beauty. Glass decanter jar holds floral 
arrangement of Empress Rose . . ,  artificial, but " 
amazingly true to life. 
Remove : l id . ,  . delicately scented rose aroma 
refreshes a!r, helps banish stale odors. ( Use In living room, bedroom, kitchen, bathroom, 
den, or office. Wondedul gill. Ideal for patients 
or shut-ins. 
Computer Service's, 
181 Pioneer - Winnipeg 1, Man. 
"Hosp:tal personnel matters 
could not be discussed if the 
association members attended 
meetings, one man said. 
But Keith Tutt s3:,d the board 
could tbeet :'in camera" to 
discuss personnel matters. 
NOT DEMOCRATIC 
"The intent," Chen wing 
said, "is to bring the beard in 
line with other democratic 
institutions, to allow the people 
to have insight into the business 
of the board." 
Mayor Victor Jolliffe 
suggested the board meetings 
be opened to the news media. 
"Why not open board 
meetings toyour news media?" 
he asked. 
Some of the audience laughed 
at the suggestion. 
Trustee chairman Norm 
Miller said he wasn't of !'one 
opinion or the other" about' 
members attending. 
When a vote was taken, 33 
voted in favor and II against 
calling a special meeting to 
ammend the constitution. A 
second vote on a resolution for 
the meeting, passed with a 29-20 
vote. That resolution calls for 
board meetings to be open to 
members as observers. 
"During the vote, one man sa/~ 
he would "resign right no~ 
the idea were approved. 
Another later said it was "11 
"step forward" for the 
association. 
• 1971's 
HOTTEST 
SELLER!  
Good for many 
months. Easily re. 
newed with inex. 
pensive refill. 
Co,'d from Page 1 
oversight and retain the present 
bold that Terrace has, but it Will 
require united effort and there 
appears to be some support 
from Kitimat." 
Jolliffe said he had talked 
over the rail spur with Kitimat 
Mayor John Springer because :i 
Terrace rails spur would benefit 
Kitimat as well. 
WHO IS HE 
"All I can say on the railroad 
is I have so far been unable to 
get first hand knowledge and 
who the the mystery person is." 
"The Prince Geo/:ge ma.yor s- 
ays Terrace was represented al 
the Prince George meeting. But 
it wasn't by any member of the 
Terrace council," Jolliffe said. 
He added: "But we're con- 
tinuing, through the process of 
elimination, to find out who is t- 
his mystery party who has sold 
Terrace's birthright. 
Earlier, to fill in gaps in fits 
report o council on his Ottawa 
meeting, Jolliffe issued a pr- 
epared statement to The 
Herald. 
He said he wanted to answer 
charges made by council 
members and by The Herald in 
an editorial. 
Here is his statement: 
"I contacted The Herald on 
Thursday afternoon after 
reading The Herald editorial 
and expressed my concern that 
the editorial had suggested that 
the mayor witheld information. 
I did, however, admit hat I had 
~one this and agreed to give The 
flerald an exclusive interview 
into my reasons why." 
IN llERALD 
The mayor said: "I first 
became aware by reading in 
The Herald that the four may- 
ors, from Prince George, 
Prince Rupert, Dawson Creak- 
and Williams Lake, had arrang- 
ed to go to Ottawa." 
"I talked it over with my 
administrator (Jack Hardy) a- 
nd then asked council for 
permission to go and take the 
administrator, Mr. Hard.y, with 
me." 
"This was about 2 o'clock on- 
Friday afternoon. The reason I 
gave council at that time is that 
I felt Terrace should be rep~ 
resented at the .Ottawa meeting ~ 
and find out what is going on. ''~ 
"The members of council 
present at the meeting said we 
should go. We left Terrace on th 
Sunay morning plane and we 
were in Ottawa at 11 o'clock - 
that night• The following - 
morning, I was in contact by 
phone with Mayor Moffat and 
Mayor (Pete) Lester of Prince 
Rupert who were staying at the 
same hotel. 
"Mayor Lester said 5e didn't 
have a copy of the brief to be~ 
submitted and to talk to Mayor 
lVloffat who was handling the 
whole thing." 
"Mayor Moffat said he only 
had one copy and he was 
working on that one for pr-•! 
esentation. 
"I asked him where we should 
meet. He said they'd be at the 
minister's office at 11 a.m. Mr. 
Hardy and I went. to the Pa- 
rliament Buildings and we were 
• sitting in the ante-room next to 
the minister's office by 10 mi- 
nutes to 11." 
The mayor added none of the 
delegation had showed up then. 
"As it turned out, they had 
had another meeting in the off- 
C~p.  s OLD MOO N'~ 
ice of Bob Borrie, Liberal MP 
for the Prince George area at 11 
o'clock to discuss trategy. We 
were told the Prince George - 
mayor would do all the talking 
and just at that moment he 
minister's door opened and the 
assembled party of people 
moved towards the door and we 
walked in with the group." 
• Besides the various MP's for 
the area for the areas 
represented, the Prince George, 
development office and the - 
manager ofNorthwood Pulp of 
Prince George were included. 
Jolliffe said the Northwood 
manger gave him his copy of 
the brief so that he could follow. 
was was being read. • • %C 
"Mayor Moffat then i~mr,: 
speech and then proceeded to ~.  
thorough things in the brief. On 
the first page it was headed tip 
with the words: "Northern 
British Columbia Development 
Forcast, 1971.." 
RESENTATION 
The mayor said the first 
• paragraph read: "A committee 
appointed by the Regional 
District of Fraser-Fort George 
and the City of Prince George in 
the Province of British 
Columbia, and representing 
other regional districts and po- 
pulation centers north of the 
52nd parallel, presents for your 
consideration the following p- 
roposal..." 
"And it was signed by Mayor 
Moffatt and a Mr. Johnston of, I 
believe, the Fraser-Fort George 
Regional Distret." 
"The brief continued on and 
outlined forestry, mining and 
other activities (north of the 
52nd parallel)." 
"The main point made by Ma- 
yor Moffat was a request for 
this total area to be specificed 
by the federal government asa 
special tax incentive area." 
"And," Jnlliffe added, "I 
would like to make it quite clear 
that ! would support this 100 per 
cent." 
He continued "It was only 
when we came to the section in 
the railroad development...I 
saw the diagram of where the 
railroad would begin from and 
that point was Hazelton rather 
than Terrace," 
"Then at the first op- 
portunity, I broke into Mayor 
Moffat's presentation and 
expressed the concern of 
Terrace and spoke directly to 
the minister, informing thim 
that he District of Terrace had, 
in January, 1970, prepared a 
detailed brief and presented it 
to the Department of Transport 
concerning the railroad to the 
north." 
The minister then asked what 
the employment situation was 
in the Terrace area and was 
particularly interested in the 
number of NatiVe Indians in our 
population being trained at the 
vocational school (in Terrace). 
"We had informed him we 
had a Technical Vocation Scho- 
ol bull. t by federal-provincial 
funds and he was particularly 
interested• 
Jolliffe said he "supplied the 
minister ~;vith figures showing 
40 per cent of the total en- 
rolment was from the Native - 
population. 
"It is understandable that - 
Mayor Moffat is a little'upset 
since it was agreed he would be 
the spokesman, . . . .  
"But I felt I should take the - 
opportunity regardless of wh- 
ether we were we were just 
observers in view of the d- 
evelopments (of the rail •spur)• 
"Now we come to the part of - 
what I had held back form the 
news media nd council. It is,in 
the following facts: 
"Upon returning toTerrace, I 
had my secretary search for a- 
copy~of the brief that had been 
submitted to Ottawa in Janua- 
ry, 1970 and I found that the 
brief headed "Canadian 
National Northern Trans 
Canada Yukon Territories 
Railway Extension" and the 
credits clearly show that it was 
'presented by "John Pousette, 
Secretary-Treasurer, Regional 
District of Skeena "B" (Ki- 
timat-Stikine)' 
And, upon checking the minu- 
tes of municipal council of Jan 
26, 1970 the mayor.said it was 
the council of the district of 
Terrace---and not the regional 
district--which approved 
Pousette's trip to Ottawa to 
make the presentation for the 
municipality.. 
IMPLICATIONS 
"Now at this •point," the 
mayor continued, "I realised 
the political implications of this 
and had hoped to get together - 
with some members of council 
so they could be fully informed 
and I said at a public meeting of 
council I would explain later in 
committee-of-the,whole," 
"However, the committee 
meeting went until almost 11:30 
p.m. and council was in no mood 
at that time to listen to anything 
as controversial asthis. I decid- 
ed I would call a meeting the 
ymg [or 'the rail spur fror~ 
Terrace. i} ~ : 
. "This is a strategic central 
point, the mayor said..We ar~ 
a supply center and we have a 
Act ! of government agencies •
based here..,because of the 
chances that Terrace will 
~ollowingmorning and explain at J become antoher Prince I 
the meeting what was' hap. I George." '  
pening." i i He said if Terrace does not i
"One alderman said, "What get the rail link, then only i
are you trying to do?" ' Prince George can befefit, i 
The alderman, the mayor "This is the reason I say that - 
without identifying him, said: Terraeemust go it alone, or at 
"The next thing you'll ask for a least without the Regional Di- 
customs guard at the Skeana - 
nd Kalum Bridge's" which, the 
mayor said, "set me back for 
awhile; I have since spoken to 
. some of the other aldermen and l 
explaind the ramifications if - 
Terrace doesn't get the 
railroad." 
"I had hoped to work the 
problem out quietly with council 
on an individual basis, but after 
reading the March 25 paper and 
considering what they've said, 
it seems to me that here is only 
one way to handle it and that is 
to hand,out informatibn (to the 
press) and council will have to 
hear it from the news media. 
Jolliffe added that after 
speaking to the Kitimat mayor, 
he may have support in lobb- 
strict and must lobby in ORawa 
until we :are assured we are the 
jumPing Off point.: ~. " /... i" "-i 
I realise it•is the popu~ar.othi. 
, ng to make grand stateiizents 
andassure the public that~allis! 
well and while I do no~is~ the i 
development of the,r~ilr~d,., 
spur in my presen[ter~ :ofl 
office, I feel I shou~ sotum thel I 
warning and do all I can !~ see i
various groups are awa~e of l 
what is happening?' ~ j. /:, .! . : : "~ 
Jolliffe po[nted out the cost of ~: 
the trip he and Hardy(mdde to: I 
Ottawa, Vic'toria and back was 
less than $1,000. , i ;~.' 
"The information we'received ',
by being there we couldn't•have 
been bought for $10,000."' !' 
Tiilicum Theatre 
4720 Lakelse Phone 635-2040- 
Now Playing 
March 29-31 
SHOWTIMES 
One Show only 8 p.m. 
THE ADVENTURERS 
~~=: .~ :(!;~i.i i <~/~: Based m the Novel "fl.iE ADVENTURERS" by. HAROLD. ROBBINS 
i ~  I i L  ~i Starr ing Candice Bergen 
~ i l~ ' :~ i  and Ernest  Borgnine , 
" , . . ,  
NO ADMITTANCE TO PERSONS UNDER lib 
April 1, 2, 3rd SHOWTIMES 
7&9:15  P .M.  
AFRICAN SAFARI 
Scenes of  g reat  beauty f rom the dark  Continent. 
Packed with drama,  thr i l ls ,  courage & violence, 
Saturday Mat inee ,t a.m. & 2 p.m. 
AFRICAN SAFARI 
SPECIAL ANTI'LITTER DAY! 
STUFFED ANIMALS AND SIX PAKS OF PEPSI COLA 
GIVEN AWAY. 
ALL SEATS ONLY 50 CENTS • 
chP'5 OLD MOUNTAIN 
GN.APE. 
GRAPE WINE 
! 1 , 1 )  M ( U NTA~'tl ~ i  i t C/'~l"t~;'OL U M () U NT/~,|I4 ., . ~ , )i!i!i ?~ :~iii:i!. ': ::~ ~ ',~: 
CHERRY WINE L 
Enclosed Please t;ind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
• Pleasemail . . - . . .  
, NAME . . . . . . . .  
• . ADDRESS • . . . . .  =.,- .- i 
i~;, C ITY  & PROVIN 
il. Note; - -Whei 'e  sales 
i$2;99 each). i 
NIs . .  
~er.i 
.', : • .; , ,  ' •  • . .  
BLt.I[ & BL/~C~ BtR 
Avai lable itl 40 r~z. e,7 galhm iug.~, 
QPo'tv 
Wildly versatilc! Scrvdtiacm any iinic 
you l i.ke, ariy. waY.y6u likgi:~ 'over.ice; hi)t:. 'n spiced, , 
witli..m ug,. 
Cap' c a"i ' "  " ii, 
B C: frt 
Tiffs advertisement i~ not imblishcd t)r di,~pluycd bY the Liquo r Control 'd (ir by the Govcrnnlcnt of. British Cohun bin. 
m. 
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Mrs. Lindstrom, in a report:to 
~e hospital association annual 
~eeting, sa idmembersh ip  
rest grow if the auxiliary is to 
retinue its program. 
"I 'm not sure we can carry  
at all these programs. We 
~ed more membership,,' she 
~id at the meeting. 
Last year, the auxiliary had 
active and 33 associate 
.embers carrying out a wide 
~nge of programs• • 
But the addition of the 
TV a :ha  ........... + iiii 
., .... . : ,:~. ,:-, . ~;~ 
:: ::" • . . . .  : :• :•. . ' i : . : , :  '~•! "e ' :00*: ;:""/•*:*'-~- ~ :~*; 
~,]1 
Thenew sterivision TV sets at sterivisi6n TY,s: . . . . .  has :i!i~ ..... ' i .  ~I;: 
~lilis: Memorial Hospital are d i . the auxiliary'swark.: ,: ~ ~,i~:::.*,~%' ;,e 
)leisure for patients, :,: • Last year  ~one,  a~a~'~ ~ 
And a headache, for the  members worked more  than + : 
vomen's auxiliary. : 2,000 hours on hospital projects. ~ 
That. group instal ls~ and Included in  the  adxillar~'s i i i 
emoves the sets each day as  pro'~ets are the hospital shop, ' 
atients check in andout of the cour~es~cart, welI-babycllnlcs, 
~ospital. • But if the service is the thrift shop, merry-go-rotmd 
o continue, more: he lp  is bridge, fall bazar, a fie~,slettor,. :
ceded, says Mrs. ~ Frances : Candy Striper group and Easter , 
,indstrom, auxiliary president, and Christmas trays, ' .  / . .  i 
Parking. ~stly" 
Parallel parking proved ! a / 
problem for Delia Soucie Of  
Terrace. " ' :' : 
While attempUng to para l le l  
park in front of the Coop Stor~ 
she hacked ,into a b parked  
vehicle driven y Anna Mar- 
ehildeon. 
The two cars received a total 
of $500 damages: . . . .  
TWO unions bi 
akes a complete farce of the 
cret ballot..."a secret ballot 
at has been won through ard 
)rk and sacrifice by those•who 
ve gone before us." 
in an attempt to thwart 
,AC, MacKenzie said he is 
ging all employees ofPohle to 
In. 
PROTECTS EMPLOYEE 
:f everybody signs, he added, 
.' CLAC and the company will 
L know where employee 
alty stands. In other words, 
individual will be protected 
m any intimidation. 
'Only in this way can the 
I ='r~t of the individual employee 
attle. 
m make his decision in secrecy 
be protected." 
"We cannot, and will not ,"  
MacKenzie _~dded, ~r 'a ] ]ow the 
democratic process to be 
~iolated by those who would do 
so under the 'cloak 0f 
Christianity." 
"If 'all employees ign the 
petition, the •CLAC's .un- 
derhanded scheme to segregate 
IWA supporters will not work," 
MacKenzie said. 
He said his union • Was 
presently organizing and that a 
vote, d i rects8 under the B.C. 
Department of Labor, would 
soon be held. It would be by 
secret ballot. 
P I " "~ . ' 
Centennial WE HAVE TWO LOTS LEFT ,O "~ N STRAUME AVES. 
A 100-year-old costume Will 
highlight the Centennial fashion 
show this Wednesday. 
The fashion show,, bake sale 
and tea begins at 8'p.m, in the IIl~#~llCAIJZlekdle,g'll 
~ , , , .  Lakelse Hotel banquet room. It 
r -  _ is sponsored by the Centennial 
~- . . . . . . . .  " - ""' .... ';~ ':+ '"'~:' ':' :~  and Downtown Lions clubs. 
F ~  I' ~•~:~ Mrs. Elizabeth McKay will 
~ ~ , ~ . ~  . model an original 1871's 
~:  ,~ ~:!:~!,i:::~: ~!~,~ costume complete with black . / 
+~ ~:: . *,~ , .~ ..... satin and boa feathers. 
iALWA¥SO:NTHURSDAYS'B'C'Te'°perat°rswearC'entennial¢o-.t~,.naxts wore 1 ~ the:bld coSt'uines i s : . . -~  +,, - Mrs: McKay's outfit inc ludes  ~ tl ~ ' / |~  ~ l l l  ~ ; !':' 
dress., Shown here in costumes their the sta~k,~ new B.C. Tel switchboard--Staff' a blacksafindress embroidered 
years ago are Cathy Ar~hibaM'and ~,lie'e f ,~ '~ ' , .~  ~:-, . . . .  : pno[0~ ':' *~;' "/~ ' " '* wlfl~'se~quin~; ,and ~ lace, an ~.! :':~'. ;:
. . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . .  • osti'ieh fe~ather boa, fingerless - ': 
• lace  gl6ve's, multi-colored ' • " t ra ' '  nurses  beaded inoney bag, lace ban- Spec ia l  zn lng  f(,r derchief and red feathered hat. . ~ ~x--_- - . . . .  , . ,~= - - -  
• 0thermode iswi l lwear l971  hero contractors Itd costumes for the whole family. . Nurses at Mills Memorial One nurse took a special six-" important because of the became necessary, she said, Tickets for the show are $2 
losl month clinical course in variety and great number /if because Terrace now has a and available from any Lion's IL,II~=l~,-~ ~, OU ,~~l~'~l~ 6 3 5  raining operating room techniques at pediatrician "3119 operations l~rformed," Mrs club member or any par- 
irect0r St. Paul's Hospital in Van- Chen Wing said. In connection with the unit, a ticipating store. J _ . _ _  
)ital recewed special 
raining during 1970 " / 
Mrs. "Alice Chert Wing, 
irector of nursing; in a report couver. 
) the hospital association "She can now give more ef- 
ingled,out special training by ficient and intelligent service in 
)e ~ursing staff, the operating room. This is 
Commutor talk wins 
Toastmaster award 
as Old Age Pensions, unem- 
ployment insurance, and social 
welfare be merged under one, 
central government depart- 
ment. 
Gerry Duffus came in third 
with a satirical talk on radio 
and television commercials he 
called: "Grannies was the 
Action and still is." 
Fourth prize went to Wilfred 
Legace. His talk was on 
philosophy.. 
Impressions o fa  Terrace to 
Kitimat/commuter won Don 
Swanson, of Terrace, top honors 
in recent Toastmaster Club 
speech finals. 
Swanson :'commutes daily to 
~is job at Eureean and told 
Perrace Toastmasters gathered 
zt Gim'sRestaurant March 17. 
Second was David Pease who 
)roposed, in h i s  speech, that 
'ederal government '"social 
~menities departments" such'l 
TWO-DAY COURSE 
Last year. two other 
operating room nurses attended 
a two-day institute in Van- 
couver. "These sessions were 
presented by some of the 
eminent medical and scientific 
authorities in. the, field," she 
said. 
Another of the nurses were 
sent to an eight-week course at 
Vancouver General Hospital in 
intensive cardiac care. 
"This nurse then taught many 
of our nurses the technique in 
caring ~for the cardiac patients 
requiring intensive cardiac 
care...Many of our nurses- are 
now proficient in int'~nsive 
cardiac are," Mrs. Chert Wing 
said. 
, Also during 1'970, an intensive 
care unit was set up . This 
nurse attended a three-day 
course in Vancouver on "the 
high risk foetus, . mother and 
newborn." 
Another "nurse, at her own 
cost, is taking a correspondence 
course in nursing unit ad- 
ministration. 
In September, 1970, three 
nurses attended a two-day 
course in Prince Rupert 
In Septemher, 1970, three 
nurses attended a two-day 
course in Prince George called 
a "bird seminar" which refers 
to the automatie type of 
breathing machine used in the 
operating room. 
And throughout the year, the 
hospital sponsor regular in- 
service ducation programs for 
all nursing staff which ineludc.~ 
film, lectures and discussions. 
AVINGS oo UARANTEE   UsedApphonces: .TV,sandstereos 
TV'S & STEREOS 
/ I" • , "~.  • " . 3-Way combinat ion I New picluretube . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  249.95 [ Televzs,on . . . . . .  8 9 . 9 5  Westinghouse 23" 
Television New picture tube . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  149.95 ! "WestinghOuse 23'' 99 I 
Fhi,ps,," i 14995 "r "" " e levmmn ,95 Te lev is ion  New picture tube . . '  . . . . . . . . . .  • * " " "  " •- . . . .  
Free t rader  wa s t !  I Te lev iszon  . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . .  :119 .951Te le* !s ion  ..... ..... 79,95 
: Get  yours  today ,  S~ar ton  HI-Fi Set...:.....i••.!...~ .. , 6 9 . 9 5  ;a rc0n ,  I , : ,  i .~.. " ' . " , , , :  
, . e l e m s i o n : : :  . . . . . . .  69.95  
, : t  . . . .  
This coupon good for one NHL POWER PLAYER 
PACKET or one- free • NHL POWER PLAYER: 
TRADER WALLET at Terrace Esso. (Offer limited , . Collect ,them or trade them with 
to 'March •31'), Children Must be accompanted" by" Adul'ts ~i .your friends 
79 '  ' WE NOWHAVE"" - *  NHL Power 'Player Savers . :: A"NEW ,SUPPLY OF..,,,.  . • 
'~ '~:~" ::':~:: ::':!:. " . 'NHL  Super .SaVers  4;9!5  . 
TERRACEESSO"SERVICE  " ~' r 
4630 Lake lse 'Ave '  ,: ' , :  ..... ~ " ; _ .  
' . . . . .  L ~ " ' " " ' " ~ 1:1 " L ' ' ~ * " . . . . .  ~ " * e m o n e  635-6753 '
APPL IANCES SAVE TODAY!  ." . .  
- ii .Viking: Frigidaire, , . ' Automat ic  :Washer & Dryer  b : . Washer : ' .69 .95  .... • ~ stinghouse 
F r ig ida i reUtOmat ic  Washer  ....... e9.95il 
Automat ic~kWasher  .... 69,95  
Zeni th  
I " tic 6995]  AUtoma__: ,wash ...... , 
. .  , , .* . .  . ' . • . . .  . . .  . -  
rropan"---':-e uyr'r-e •: • ~ "  : : "  ' •  . . . . . .  ••  . . . . . .  •:~::'~::::~;•~ 
.... . ON' THE'SPOT; FINANCING AVAIL 
USED T.VJS,',STEREOS & APPLIAN( : ES rL~'~': A 
• I ,  I l' I liT ] '11 1 ' 1 . . . . .  rl I"i '~:~ 
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'EDIT()R: RON THODY ADVERTISING MANAGER:I GAR~ ~APJ~" 
OUR OPIN ION 
Terr oce \ 
, Nor thwestern  Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  is  
one  of  the  most  magn i f i cent  a reas  o f  
Nor th  Amer ica ,  par t i cu la r ly  the Skee- 
na River Valley in its awe-inspiring 
alpine setting. 
The Skeena River itself is becoming 
well-known as one of the best sport- 
fishing r ivers on the continent. 
We have much to be thankful for. 
And most of us have come here seeking 
a bright future amid an abundance of 
nature, unpolluted, and not pil laged a9 
nd raped by man. 
It is now luring tourists by the 
thousands as the Yellowhead Route. 
along highway 16 has released the 
floodgates for tourists who pour t- 
hrough the Skeena. 
Tour ism is one of the province's 
biggest industry. It brings thousands of 
dollars each year to the Skeena alone. 
Tourists help to make a healthy 
economy. 
But are we really ready for this mass  
influx of visitors to our magnif icent 
land? 
Alderman Ev Clift thinks not. That 's  
why he voted against giving the 
Yellowhead a $518 grant from Terrace 
for promotion. The request was defeat- 
ed four to three. 
He was condemned for his vote. 
Clift is not against tourists. He ad- 
mits they will continue coming in 
greater  numbers year  after  year .  
But he says the Terrace area is not r- 
eady for this influx, He feels the urge 
to make a fast buck on tourists blinds 
us to the pollution and ecological 
destruction they bring with them. 
We are fortunate to have such a man 
on our council; a man with a vision who 
sees either ecological destruction--or a 
count/'y free from man,s  polluti0/il thr'-i 
ough adequate preparat ion and con  
servation. 
We heart i ly agree with Clift who is 
urging a "Technical Tourist Planning 
Association." 
He says Terrace is sadly lacking in 
tourist facilities. Hotel and motel 
rooms are jammed in the summer.  
There is woefully inadequate space for 
campers and trailers along with l itt le- 
and tourism 
or no protection f rom the effluent ann 
trash left behind. 
Already, effluent from a tourist park  
wdst of town by the Kalum River, ha~ 
been flowing into the Skeena. Many t- 
our is ts  take up squat ters  r ights ,  
shoving out the local resident. 
Clift says the people of Terrace must  
be protected from the indiscriminate, - 
uncontrolled uses that the tourist 
burdens us with. We're being devasted, 
he says. 
We can't  help but think he is right• 
Since the tourist brings millions of 
dollars to B.C. each year,  The Herald 
suggest the provincial government 
make grants avai lable to tourists areas 
such as the Skeena to maintain our 
recourses and to save us from the 
ravages of inadequate preparations for 
tourists; that the land be preserved 
and the r iver unpolluted. Money to help 
build trailer parks and overnight 
camping sites with proper sewage and 
waste disposal. 
As Clift said, let a study be made 
first. We believe that the provincial 
government owes it to us to help us 
through a grant.  
We are  not condeming the Yellow- 
head. On the contrary, we hearti ly 
support it. It is opening up our 
beautiful country; a country that 
should be shared. 
it is a link between Pr ince Rupert 
and Edmonton. It could, as the prair ie 
provinces agree, become a second 
Trans-Canada Highway. But the first 
Trans-Canada has been pillaged. It is 
dotted with cheap tourists attractions. 
Litters swirls across-the road. 
We don't want to see this happen with 
... the..YeUowhead. 
" : .~iwe must  begin now, with an in- 
vestigation as Clift suggests and with 
determination that our land will not be 
spoiled by careless tourists, let alone 
ourselves. 
Perhaps council should make a grant 
of $500. Not to the Yellowhead As- 
sociation. But towards the probe Clift 
has suggested. 
Let's not allow greed to ravage our - 
beautiful country. 
Secret meetings 
Secret meetings have no place in a 
democracy. Freedom of speech and 
the right of the press to report what is 
being done fo r  the public, with the 
publics money, is and should be a basic 
tenant of democracy. When meetings 
are held in camera,  our first reaction is, 
"What have they got to hide?" 
The major ity of Mills Memorial 
Hospital Assocmtion sought this right 
Wednesday night at the association's 
• annual meeting. 
Members voted 33 to 11 to call a 
• special meeting to ammend the con- 
stitution in an effort to allow the 
• association members into Hospital 
Board meetings. We think the•press 
should also be allowed in. 
We •cannot agree with the argument 
of retir ing trustee M.A. MacDonald. 
He said board members  are em- 
powered "to carry out the r- 
esponsibility for you." You are making 
the thing so common that nothing of 
any impol'tance will be carried out," 
he  said. 
What is  he saying? He's saying that 
.'the public has no right to know the 
important• matters which the boar, 
must  consider 
What is he saying? He's saying that 
the public has no ngl~t to know the 
important matters  which the board 
must cons ider . .  
Are we to be always kept in the 
dark? We can understand hospital 
"Because  they ' re  d i scuss ing  the  church  ceremony and  
t rousseau  in  the  Conference  Room, .  guest - l i s t  
and  recept ion  in the  East  Room . . / '  
~he Editor 
ferrace Herald 
terrace B.C. 
:}ear Sir: 
I see by the March 4th Terr- 
ace Herald issue in a letter to 
¢ou by Aid. Edna Cooper 
.'riticizing the manner in which 
~,ou present he news to the 
readers of the Terrace Herald. 
You are being accused of not 
printing the.facts as they are, 
half-truths if you please, of 
being a pawn in someone's ha- 
,,!i I • b., . . ,  ..... 
~ .  R~/mt and I hav,~ reed#ed 
! '. ' the I'~ sllps, so that I :ImOw 
' *' ~ '  what Income i have to report 
..... ! :~/  , for..tak,.purim~..~, liowever, 
""  every if.me I i~vrP~ea cheque on 
• ' ~is buick, aceamt he bank 
charges me for thb. Can I 
deduct~the bank's service 
charges from the hweetment 
. . income? . .  . : 
A.:No. ~ cost-, df writing 
cheques on: your savings 
account is a~personal expense 
which has no connection with 
• theamount efsavings interest 
you receive. 
Q;'Wbat should i do about 
, my InCome tax rehwn if my 
• .'address has changed, since 
last year? . 
"'A. If your add.ress is now 
different, make the necessary 
' : ch~ges! on yot~ 'income tax 
"" retui-n'a~ 'do this in the 
~ "Correction" a rea  im- 
mediatelyl below the label. 
• " Als0, he sure it' is the' labelled 
'." return.lthat .you send. to the 
Data ,:Centre. I f  ydu: have 
cla|mt~i a r~fund on your tax ~ 
return, write to your Distric~ 
:: i Taxation Office infdi'miug- 
! ri[" Ma~y, . re~tmd.  cheque, -a re  
• :, delayed each year as a result 
• of: taxpay~s chan~,hig thier 
addresses after f~ling:; and not 
notifying ihtir District. Office 
of this change~ .~ ~ ,:~ 
~ 'Q.~i:.~prdl~se to set:.up a 
.:savingsdCcoUnt in' thenames 
of niy ten and ~leven year old 
• ~ " 'da~glfiers. will' ~e Interest 
: earned'On tbese hc~unts be 
. sauiiig~ ae&dht'd~from ybm" 
money;'th~ interest eai'ned on 
" ' .... ' this account will be taxable as 
part of your income ach year 
• , until your daughters are 19 
I"tI O l &l  i l"b ld  . . . " : . " .years old. . . . . .  
' F  :.:..'..'.'-'.:.'.:.:.-'.;.;~;.;';';.'.'..*.'.-~.~'-'-.:.>:~.:~ :~ . : . ' .  .~ -.~ ~'~ • • ~.- . . . . . .  . . . . .  . : .  ,~ V • - •  I11  • V I I 1  ~.:,,....~ ............... ~;.;, ......... ~ ....... ~ . '~ .~. .%. '~ . ' : '~*~~ . . . . . .  . . . . .  ,~.'.'.'.'.'.'.'~>:::~:.~V~:N 
, crew will have to be kept on a 
' Keep i t  up', says r e a d e r  ' paying basis all times' which' 
1 wonder why all' this 
criticism and resentment 
against Mayor Jolliffe? Right 
form the start of his term of 
office, council members just 
seem to delight in aiming a 
blast at his worship they 
can direct their barage 
at him. They may have 
a twofold purpose. First 
nds, of being biased and this may hinder the mayor in 
distorting the facts, doing what should be done ~d 
It is amazing when there isr~%econd ' make'him look like a 
only a few people around who heel in the eyes of the vublic. 
are trying to impress all the 
readers that the press doesn't Taxpayers why don't we give 
know what they are talking a- the mayor the beneifts.of the 
bout, they are just trying to doubt and find out what he can 
impress the ordinary Joe that do and if he is on the right track 
they are right and everyone is let's support him all the way. 
wrong, perhaps even stupid. I What are some people afraid of 
hate to think that I would be one "may prove embarasin~ in ce- 
of the few qualified to wear a r...tai.n.directions. It could blow 
halo. lid off the pot and give "the 
public a chance to see what is, 
Congratulations Mr. Editor at ooiling. 
long last we are getting some of - Mayor Jolliffe has been ac- 
the facts as they happen in the cused of being high handed in a 
course of our local administra- lot of things, in my experience 
tion, too long this has been there is always two sides to 
denied to the readers in the every story. 
past, the press only printed - I will give you a good example 
what hey wanted the public to - as to who has been conned in tae 
know. Anything else was kept past What about the hockey 
under wraps, arena which had been oromised 
personnel problems being discussed in 
camera.  But the board can always go ~ t e [ m e n  knock council 
into committee.  Municipal council is 
open to the public. So is the the School 
Board. 1'he Editor 
Are we to be kept in the dark? Terrace Herald 
Terrace, B.C. 
Not only is the press kept out, but a 
woodworker ' s  union of f ic ia l ,  Dear Sir: 
the council that Tourism, in the 
not too distant future, will 
become the largest industry in , 
the province of British Columb- 
ia and should be supported by 
each and every municipality in 
the Province. Everybody 
benefits - not only "Motels & 
Business" (quotation from 
newspaper} which appears to 
be the mistaken belief of some 
Councillors. The enclosed 
Department of Travel Industry 
brochure shows precisely how 
everyone shares in the 'tourist 
dollar. 
, We would also like to point out 
that, due to the economy of the 
province as a' whole in 1970, -
commercial travel last summer 
' was very limite~i, and had it not 
-been for .tourists visiting and 
.passing throuh Terrace, many 
,of ourmembers would have had 
difficulty remaining in 
.operation, 
It  should also I~ borne in 
We were very concerned Io 
learn that at the council 
meeting held March 22 it was 
voted that a Municipal co'.~- 
tribution in the amount of $51[; -
to the Yeilowhead Highway'Pr- 
omotion Fund. be turned dawn. 
The establishment of a major 
commercial east-west rou:e 
through the Yellowhead Pa:]s 
could not help" but benefit 
Terrace as a whole• The 
majority of members in our 
local Association rely on 
commercial travelers as well as 
to0rist~ in order to make a livi- 
ng in" this area. It is, therefore, 
of vital importance to us that 
the yellowhead route be sup- 
ported by our 'municipality. 
It will "he noted on the Yell- 
Waldemar  Penner, told the annual- 
meeting that even association mem--  
bers are not allowed to sit in on board. 
meetings. 
"If we  are going to be members  and 
aware of what goes on we should at- 
tend," one man said. What  was real~. 
frighteningis that whenMayor  Victor 
Jolliffe suggested, the news media be 
allowed to cover the meetings, there 
was some laughter, scattered in the 
audience. 
Well, we  don't think this is a laughing 
matter; far from it. 
It is a serious matter. A question of. 
democracy and the right of the people 
to know is at Stake here, In the face of 
this, their laughter is hollow. 
Like.their heads. 
i 
: : ..... Gee d or bad ? 
owhead Highway 16 Map, T- ' mind that the members of the 
erraco businessmen have made hospitality industry are some of 
a largeirwestment in promoting 6~ydur highest tax payers~and, as 
Terrace'and appear to  have ~such'.'should be.worthy of con- 
more foresight hansomeof our i sideration when 'a l locat ing 
Councillors. We do however, monies in question. 
appreciate the foresight other : .We earnestly request that 
councillors have. who can alwa- council reconsider their 
.... i "~,he:salmon f0i:ecast for 1971 is a Manage~nent faces a big prob lem 
mixture ofgoodand bad. For sockeye, a in management:  How to harvest 'the ys call on our association for as- decision not to contribute to this 
better than aver'age run .is expected on chum and sockeye l~uns which coincide sistance in their endeavours to - < very.~vnrthy cause.- " 
ithe F¢aser; .a/good run tothe Adams with the .poor Fraser Pink Salmon run pi'omote Terrace and district. :/ We would als0 like lo suggest 
• river for an  off year i a sharp increase ,.. . :. " - " " .The increase in commercial hthat'iwhen dealing with items of 
' we  nora mat,recommendations by travelers and tourist~ from ~hlS natui'e, tourism etc., One of 
ion ~e Skeena reflectingthe returns.to the. ~ International .. Pacific Saline,, .Edmonton, Calgary and the "..: ourmembers be invited to atte- 
tlie:Babiiib spawning channel§ and 'a Fisheries CommiSsion and tho Do.,~ ~,'~ Prairie provinces waspar .: ./.'rid/the Committed meeting as 
:small :run' at Rivers Inlet. : ':. " F. ~.........__,:_~. .... ... ,.. ,.~,~, v~ ticularly noticeable last year ~- ;~they?ean advise hand. _what is 
i.i': .:i~it will be  a good year for' ChUms ,o,=,-,~ mcmue mp-netung p]rms our. ompared ?with previous years, :/i'equlred and what .~#e...hay e to. 
'and.~a bad year for pinks., / by.,:ipurse Seiners and retaining the this is bound to:increase even ;' ~ 0ff~*,.the traVenng pabnc." .' 
,i.,'Uct :ye havebe n ad ear~:/2:'d:':ars::~::-: ':y--s~fo~ .sockeye. To'c0mpensate seiners would moreas tlmegoes.on, espoeial."i/~ii:?.::.~:i': :"r :'f'='~''= k ~ = = 'Y = ` '~ 'r : ~ 
De given an extra day .of fishin~ Far' ' i y it this route is given' support :~Z0ure very truly, ' . !.. : 
pink Salmon Sincddisastrous;we~Rher ~ the [,illnet fl,~t ~, • ~oot,. ~,o°" ,,,=o" f rem the Municipalities .con- .i;.W.V.:!'Bennett, ; i . :. 
conditions of 1965,a~d 1967~t.ook a high .,,J.^~=~._.,L.,-Zi'-~.,':_'."',':- . . . .  , .".'~° eerned L: ~ • " ,,President i-,,Terraee Loca l ,  
, ~ k . . . . . .  " . . . . .  , _ ~.~y: .u ,~!ueu  • m auow me smal le r  Itcertainly does not seem to ~ L :•,B.C,:•Motels Resorts :dd, . . . .  
.toll~of spawning stock.. " . , . '  p!nKS' to shp through, ~ . , * !, 'i.. be common knowledge within ~"/~!iil~i!Piii'kd~Assde.:. .~' :::i .... 
to the town of Terrace in the 
sixty's? 
What about all the money w- 
hich had been collected all those 
years? Did anyone ver find out 
what exact amount of money 
was collected? No, only the 
few who handled the money 
knew. 
What about city council? All 
theydid is quarrel~and bicker-as 
• to where' they~ should~,or 
shouldn't build the arena, I have 
a feeling it was all a stall for 
reasons only known to them- 
selves. 
There was a time when we 
could have had the hanger 
building for one dollar and then 
we heard,,the hue and cry "too 
expensi~/e to move, "We just 
couldn't impose this cost on the 
taxpayer. This isn't the reason 
at'~.ll. There was only selfish 
reason involved, just because t- 
here was only a.handful of 
people wit their selfish motives 
brought heir influence to press- 
ure in the right places and all - 
this came to nothing. 
Since then a lot of the kids 
When this'project first was "happened toour tcesheet. 
talked about moving the hariger 
some people started to howl 
about he cost of .moving the 
building to the new location. W- 
hat if it would have taken a few 
thousand ollars to do so? It I clon't call this ~rt of thing 
would have been chea~n good management. All this has 
the $400,000 project whl~ is ,accomplished is wasted time 
being proposed by City Comlcii !and money in the past which 
at the present ime." Could i~ve b~n used to@ards 
.It is easy enough to say,i'~Ve the arend,, ,.i, ,. ......... ,,=, .., 
can c011eet tl~e needed fudds for ,,.:-Talk about.pulling a~boo-boo- 
an arena, but will they?" "'  This sure is the joke of the year 
• There is a lot of people' who 
are fed up and mad as to how- 
this project has been handled in 
the past. We had better watch 
out taxpayers. Iihave a.feeling 
we are bing handed a tiger by 
the tail which could create a
problem to hang onto. 
I see by Tuesday's Herald's 
glaring headlines "WrapS being 
taken off Arena Plans." 
What is the public supposed to 
do, cheer? Well this is not funny 
when I i'ead all the things ~ey 
are going to do add to the arena 
and that it would take 2"0 years 
to complete. 
This is studpid when we are I . • • . 
planmng on hawng just an open 
:means more money needlessly :
wasted and that much less for 
the arena itself. 
Just take a Iobk as to what has 
tried to maintain in the past. 
The kids couldn't skate half the 
time. Just some more money 
wasted. Is the thing the town is 
offering to kids for'the future? 
anythihg. Just mark my word, -have grown up and I'm sure air ice sheeet to 9kate on. It is - 
their hope for an arena have you will see. 
faded~.not nly then, but what far better if all the extras were . I 'm sure there are many 
about he kids right now who left off and providd aroof for the people who will not agree with 
rink right from the star't. What I me.'l dhn't expect them to do so. 
will soon be grown up too and no mean is build this building j~t I believe itis high time we are 
arena yet? They soon will loose large enough for now to include doing some looking and. some all faith too just because those 
people wbo tried to run this change rooms, .concession - straigh., thinking.•I think some 
project sure made an awful me- counter andseats for the public, people had their owii v~ay too 
ss of the whole thi;~ because I forsee another blunder by long as well asnot using good 
they took a "kids go to new' having an open air. ice sheet, judgement. Let us clean up this 
attitude over the past years. Has everyhody forgot how i t  mess nieghbors. "Think." 
What a crime and a shame for will and can snow all •winter. : 
the City of Terrace. - long? This means fa cleaning , A Terrace Herald i'eador 
• . . . .  "..• . . . ' 
h .  . . . ' . .  . . . . . .  
when the town hired a man from 
the east ~ tell us lwh'ether 
Terrace needed an arena or 
not. All that~has done for us we 
paid some joker a couple of 
. thousand dollars just to' say 
we needed an arena. More 
money has gone down the drain 
wich would have been of help t 
to pay for some mat'erial tel 
the arena building. 
If this is a good sample of m,- 
anagement then we better get 
somebody who is capable of 
running the project. 
At the rate things are going, 
the people Of Terrace will need 
twice $400,000and still not have 
Travel guide'.for Alaska, . . . . . .  
. "  . , • /  . . 
Thehook, pocketSlz iify   rior,  : i • , 
When travelers come back' have 'a  strong/'po~l{et ( i t :  Fer"~ls"33i'd Yearc~ltlon. 
from a trip 'over the Alaska weighs a pound--4_3o•pages) write, The Milepost, ~.Box 4- 
Highway a surprising number takes you across the b0rd~: L EEE, iAnch0rage, Alaska, 
recommend an unusual guide from continental •United $2.95, postage paid. ~Jong with 
book,"TheMilcpust,"whichis States into Canada at sevm'al, the mile-by-mile fishing uide 
annually updated in maps and entry points and guides you~ . that was added three years 
mileages, covering, as the " diverse routes to ~e begin- ago, a new lnile-by-mile gidde 
editors aver, "every mile of nlagsofthetwomainroutosto -for rock.hounds is included 
every road every yearl" Alaska, "coastal'.' and/ "in " thip ~'ear. - '  . ° , . . 
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Good +earth 
word for men 
"Mens wear is in a stage of 
evolntion".. 
John . Clift, owner . .and  
manager of a local mens wear 
store in Terrace, explained his 
remark. He said "At least men 
can come into a store and be an 
individual". 
" This change, he' said, has 
come over the last two years, up 
until which time mens clothing 
were "drab"• 
Color is the outstaqding 
feature of this evolution. John 
said he has never seen such an 
array - eacli color range,, from 
gold to the deepest brown for 
example, has every., tone 
imaginable inbetween. 
Previous' bans on certain 
color combinations no longer 
apply. Pink with orange, blue 
with green; (remember 
Grandma's aying: Blue and 
green should never be seen) any 
color combination is possible. 
But 
combinations together is 
acceptable because colo~' tones 
are not hard,  but soft and- 
mellow. 
"And there's even color in 
underwear", John added. ~ 
He said men in Terrace are 
finding the switch tocolor "very 
acceptable", not only in colored 
shirts but from head to toe. 
Another outstanding feature 
of this seasons clothes is. the 
washabi l i ty,  factor, made 
possible by using man-made 
materials, fortrel and polyester 
in particular.=' John explained 
that these fabrics were not as 
porus as•cotton which abeorbes 
more moisture. 
Suits made of double knit are 
becoming popular. John said its 
stretch factor and durability 
make the suit comfortable and 
' very versatile. He pointed out 
that the suits were styled so that 
. the jacket could be worn • with 
easing these severaldifferent pairs of pants. 
John usually travels to 
. Vancouver to choosehis.stock 
or orders from' sa lesmen 
passing through Terrace. -He 
considers Montreal a poor place 
to go for a forecast of style in 
the West because ?a-good lot of 
styles in Montreal dbn'.t reach 
Vancouver. " Alth.ongh not 
always John said, Terrace is 
about one t~ one and a half 
years behind the East.. For 
example, he said, it took that 
long-for thedouble breasted 
suits to- become accepted in 
Terrace. 
• "~ 
"We're trying, to steel me 
styles which will beacceptable 
to ,Terrace...There's many 
'minute' styles around -here 
today, gone tomorrow," he said. 
The unisex 'look was an-  
example he gave of an idea 
whicb never got off'the ground in 
this part • of Canada. 
'Peasant look' big 
for women-'s wear  
"The general fashion theme 
seems to be a look, not a le- 
ngth," said Elsie MacPherson, 
owner and manageress of 
a ladies wear store in 
Terrace. 
"There are many fashion 
'rights' in lengths from hot 
pants to long peasant 
dresses," she said "but, of cour- 
se, pant suits and jump suits are 
the leaders in popdlar.ity~ .  
there are many new fabrics in 
raimvear, '.'also lots of capes.' 
"Denim isthe~ leadsr in fabr- 
ie. We .are.going to have denim 
and more denim from jeans to 
coats. 
"Clingy knits and flowered 
veils are also very much in 
evidence", she said. 
And 
HOT 
PANTS 
Rose Sharvles. owner of a 
ladies wear  s tore  in Terrace 
thinks it would be heaven ff she 
could run her store by selling 
coordinates and nothing else. 
Coordinates. including a 
w~riety of slacks, vests, blazers 
and tops. arc her big line for this 
coming season and they come in 
many colors. 
Bignews.in dolor, according to 
Rose. is spring green but "ever 
lovi.ng navy, red and white" are 
also popular. • She .said the 
pastels have a. 10t more punch 
than last year •,making them 
firmer and prettier-soR -pinks 
and blues and "aqua~ ,dr 
example, . . . . . .  
She finds women in Terrace 
slow to adopt to a new'style, "- 
they have to see it for awhile." 
Referring to the peasant style 
blouses and dresses and ethuie 
styles he said, "the styling ef 
that era was very elegant." 
In swimwear, the major trend 
~s away from the hea~;ily 
padded look to more natural 
-,-+ .~p,s++ g~¢j~e.~on,..00~s.,her 
nuymg .,tour.: t i~es a' year, 
mostly in ' Vancouver but 
sometimes in Montreal or 
Toronto.• 
BIG.BROTHER BRENT takes his sister Brenda in hand. She is 
wearing a bright, light uylon rain jacket, belted with patch 
pockets; velvet corduroy Slacks and striped tee shirt. He's 
• " w , ,  ua  • .~  -~t~e: WOUD8 for Bonny and Valerie and their little friend, Becky. The girls are 
all wearing peasant-styled dresses which feature floral prints, shirred waists, ruffles, wide sleeves 
and cord-tied front fastenings. 
SAYS FASHION BUYER 
She has been in women's wear 
for 25 years and in her's,erie for 
the past 14 years. 
Besides selling ladies ready- 
to-wear clothes, her  store also 
carries fabrics and both Mrs. 
+•macP'hera°n'andher'+sm +'°f b t p nts fo Vet  . . . .  , . t h r e e ~ , . m a k e  clothes for + . . ; . , , , : 1 , . . . . . . .  : ++ l -  ~ ' 
~customers. U a : ...... r,e, 
'Long look' fleeting, 
'Fortrel, 
is tops, 
Says and 
Steve 
Steve Laniuk has been 
the manager of a local men's 
•ear store .for less. than a 
month, but' like other men's 
wear stores in Terrace, ha 
emphasizes fortrei as "the 
greatest fabric •in the menswear 
industry." 
He is also aware of the 
current popularity of bright 
co lo rs  and said "much of  the  
in f luence  to  the  h igh  tones  can  
be  a t t r ibuted  to  Co lored  
te le~s ion ,  
One fashion buyer, Mrs. Jean 
Olson, doesn't thinl~ the long 
look' for women is going to stay. 
"They're not cutting'it n the 
factories," she said which, to 
her, is a good indication of what 
will or will not be'popular. 
Recently, Mrs. Olson has 
been to five fashion shows in 
Vancouver and noticed "a big 
showing in pant suits"; 
She feels that pants--from 
pant suits to blue jeans, will be a 
predominant feature of this 
seasons fashion scene. Even 
jeans have been up=dated with 
bold buttoned flies, 
The midi vest is one of the 
longer-look fashions which Mrs. 
.Olson finds "very, very sharp." 
She predicts red, navy and 
shades of mauve will be the 
morepopular colors this year, 
"Things have gone back to 
being more femine," she said 
and mentioned particularly 
peasant blousesand "really 
fancy" underwear. _
She predicts blouses will be 
big this year and will feature 
embroidery, bell sleeves, and 
have a sheered or bubble ffect. 
Mrs. Olson is manageress of a 
store which caters to all ages. 
Ih the children's wear 
department pant~suits are 
• available for. infants of 12 
months and.. up. Clothes 
featurihg t~vo=way siretch, easy 
wash .bright •colers and str!pos 
+-Norm 
"The big news in mens 
fashion is the emphasis on 
fort~'els.' 
According to Norm Miller. 
owner and manager  of a local 
men's wear  store, this fabric "is 
very strong in the pant field and 
ti~ere is sonie success in suits 
and  blazers." 
'.'The probable reason ,or the 
success, of fortrels and double 
knits seem to be the comfort of 
wearing and the snug fit of 
body-hnggihg look, so popular 
wearing a western-look, fringed vest with white cotton pol0 
; Rose Said the big news is.h61. necked shirt and striped'denim slacks. . " are poliiilar. 
• I~mts,  Sheexp l~ ined  that  they ,. , - 
,d i f fe r  f rom normal shorts.as .Gron,a....,o • '+.i " : .... 
they  are  low pn the 'h ip  +.~ery.. go rb: ., ::/.,i,: 
short ~,nd wide, and don+t f t lik~ .,:' . ' ; +" J 1 1 " : . . . .  k L k ' . . . . .  + I '  ~ I : ) + ' 1 I'+ I 
" shorts:. 'Made f.o.,rtrel she said that. [hey.a.reedf0n: ~ u c l e ~ . . V : e s  iS & mu:it' ... :::::• ..... ::: ; to 
with  r~. the  young people 
tOday~(: Neci~ware, he predicted, 
• will stay at " the 
.'~.'l'he. no-slecve, long belted- present width of four to five 
tyl~ejacket or vest with novelty inches and ties will be+ "almost 
typeShit~fs - puffed and flared any  color and pattern 
sleeves, arc very prominent." imaginable." He 'has noticed. I
'l'here~ is big news in the however that ties are' shorter "~ 
sweater area, Norm said. "This than they were 
yeiw is,he big trend to 'machine Due [o:th~fl~'," : -  t+ =h,~oo 
.washable orlon and wool hesaidslin.on tmnt..~hndmnra 
) ' ,  . . . . . . . . .  r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I lends and be added that there taking' over",,in the " shoe 
have been:some major ,ira- -business . " :,, . . . . . .  
an Lmprovement  on the  e~ot te -  
.or !wrap ' J ,0vcr  pants .beca~e'  + 
theY,'arcn't as bulk~,. ~ '  " - . + 
,~  She: th~n~;  ~e,  long peasant  " I r I] + 1 ' ' " 1 1 " 
~yle+. :~,esses , i , "a re  +;note : that  - . . -. 
dartling~' :and,haso,i~brought : ~ ~ I = I J 
~l~e~v'short nes'into ~i~er store I I 
• ~R0seis.a fll.lpdlsi~eli++er in I I  ! ' I I  
• .+l!~c+~ildi,+which..m.anufa+turers . - .. + . . . . .  - 
+bPodght out~ladt.+~.~eamn.-+:She +~.":, i -. _ " . '. 
said :"The midF ~;asa. disaster. . one tasnion area wuere style 
b ecfiuse i itS+ Was,iL, c0mpletely is Secondary to practicality ts in 
unwearable!in Terrac~;,.~v0men children's wear, . ~ 
S ~ " lastt~'°.year's'i.'ii~~.!~::.i:~ suits and  sports jackets ~d 
. " , "~-.onvonuonal-typq ,+ suits tar+" +~t,,loe'";..l,..l~ ,,,I,+~ In,,~^l ' 
' • • . 1:  ~'~ :...~+ . . . . .  *~+l. '" 1". ,1 '  ol+tTlq;~i~ &I lb lUqLIG rlY='.AI~ l l~ I /G lS t  + 
spr  ng  lOOK.aS,n they might De • : -sha-e + ' =-, • .  + - 
stow out we:mo~,to a nig return' -centervent anda idnaei'iacket • 
"" ' " ' : ~ , " " to the  blazer+ a'~d~ b lazer  suit  " - .  , .  . - . ;o  ~ . .- 
, , ,  ,'., . .  , :. , . ' .  , . . .  , .:  ', p u , wais t ,  ueeper  
no said, '"l~ese :whl catch  on  ( , .n  tn~,~n~l /~ ' l , , ;~ l . t~t+ 1 / .^ .  a " 
" there 's  b~n. . ,  a t remendous  
• change in. styles." ~ The Tom st ur,~nt -reen,~ reu .anu  c a m - ' - : - = ' -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~"~'-~, , ,-~ ,~,~ .~v-  .~r°~n,glY-_!+n. tnenavym,ues" :  l and  'flaired be,to'ms+.": +He 
. . . .  S . . . . . .  + = m + ' + ' added that the 'two,inch cuff is 
+, . 
fina!lyrea!ized.they werebeing , 'BeeRetv_edt:  .owner ahd  4ones. look, the shirt, with continuing st le tterns with tones these ~ o fcourse  are. . Y pa useu,~ann.revehed~ .+...;.~.." +...~. +..manageress ot.cnimren s Weai"., bahoo, sleevea~ ann .'.~mnger + 'the '++--t =.;t =,;n h,=m,; ,  ,,,:~,n~,~ ,.,i,+.. ,~  .,.~,~ ,~ .. ~.beginnmg.toreappear; . . . . .~ 
She/be l ieves  o le  i:shouid + stare  inTer race ' f indspar~ts  /- o ' ' ' ~" : `~ ' ' , . ' ' : ='37" . . . . .  .0 - , -  , ' . .v  . . . .  + +. -~.  . . . . .  . - .+ , .  " , . .~ '  . . . .  . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  : . , . . . . . . . . . . . .  ." ~: . . . .  , u,. . . . . . .  ~ ,  p . . . . . . .  . +**~,=~ +.=. .  ~ : . . . . . . . . .  : q l iars+ .sleeveless,.  ca  rd lgan .s  . s t ron  . ,+ ' "~ ~ . . . "  . 'h r  ad 's t r [  edandb01d checked ~' ~.:Asked fo rh is  o in lonof the '  wea what s ~ ' , . . . . .  ~ir children to be eli , g O P P , ; ' .  r(. , .u)s m.em, whether +: a ,o .~,~ ~^+~,~ ,n~, .~.: ~W.  / and f~inged w~ter~•: l~  , vest . There+is a strongcentennial ~fitS,"~ he added ~. . Terrace fashion' scene Norni 
it f la  pens  to  ne I tamion  or  : .=~==~-- ,~. , . - ,~+. - - .= .=$um . . . . .  ' .. " • ~, ,  + . . . . . . .  , .  " . .+ - P . q .  . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  s .  are st lea •wnien are reau look • . . . . . .  • nat ' , . . . . . . . . . . . .  m Wasp ~xall 'h=rm..~ , ..A..;.'.'+ . , ~ . . .  • + + -, Y , a, •peasant influence in +~orm tries to cater to the There s no roblem sellln the 
. . . . . .  • ' , '  r " + • . . . .  +. s ,.strong tms season . . . . . . . . . . .  evict t ' . . . .  ' ' + . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . .  . , . . .  : . . . . .  . . . .  , +, ,., y h lng .  + A t~n lng ,  hack  nd iv [dua l  w~th  a. ver  r -  .-nee+ I~k  or . the  new t rends  to  . Miss  she said we  e + . themselves+ with ~ " i r th ~". " " .. ~ . . . . . .  • , . .~  .... . . . . . . . . . . . .  ', . . . . . .  y pe  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
, +r ; . . .+~=.+,_ . ,+~: , *+~.~he,  r.e to:..:,...~. +:~ ,.,.::. +__:.=, +~.=, + n~++.:... Bee emphasized 'h!glt,; colors~::the+i.clock+,to,.:inehidethelegof sonal[zedsorvice in,'tailored'to the fashion conscious group/. .'~ 
• a tu~uutuuuvumat  me ~OUlg  ' +=m.uumuw aspect . '  u~ • tn  'ann  atte  wnt+ " .... ' ' ' - . . . . . . .  ,, , ' . . . . . .  ' ' '~' 
. " " Y . k . . . .  , * "  . + . • ,~ .... p ms.  n , snow up . . . .  . ' . ,  .. .... , . seas  : .... + : ..... " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - .... .. . . . .  • . .+ .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  +~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . +.. muttonslee . . . . . . .  ore . . . . . . .  . .... The balance of the. le . . . .  
, only be as. short as suits the .  garment . . . . . . .  : • . . . .  parUeularl in +, ant'  . . . . . . . . . .  ve . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . .  . peo+p , ,~,, 
rmrll~,ldh~**+m~o,~*a.~.,..~, ' . . . . .  +,S~e. f lndss tv l+Ktn~l id+~+.  ~1"1 1+'  '' " y " +' P+ d, lmd..  +-.: . . . .  ~. • , ,. :He, does+50 per cent of his ,, Inay be a httle slower to accept , ,+- -,+~--'..+.,.,.- ,, .,+ o, ' y .  ~ '  + - .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - '  S l l l rS+, ,  : t*:1 p ' . . . . .  + 1+1' ' '  '~d 'L ' " " 1~ " + ~ " ( ~ q ~ k ' ' ~ ' ' ' . . . . . . . .  ' ' 4 " " d : ' ' . . . .  ' ' . . . .  : ' " q ' " 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + " ,  q , ..... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . .  " + . r,." .~" ' t ' .+'. . . . .  '+" ...... X' ": ' ' ' '"  . . . . . . .  +' ' Uyl .through manufacturing '. the chan es .. " " I -  q ' " + + 
A novel, .".trend she . .... wear..+Influene~, b '+we ens' :+ , - . .+ .  , ,+  " " :+r  +q '  + +~+'4 . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  g ' + . . . . . . . . .  
, ,~ , .~ , t  ~ , . - -~:  ,~.~. , - : .~+,~, ,m. ,e+;  / .  +~; . i  -+,,,.~..~,..~,.~...'~1.,.~!~I~, _.: ._, ' ; ,  ,." +,/~+,., ~  ,.~ +- .  L .... ,+ ,  ~,,+', +,+:~ ! . . . . . .  ,M+n~+ .+ le the•  are  now .made+ a ~  +which 'L'om'e': to Terrace : ++: He alde+feels that th+.famion ' ++,:i 
.,uS; ,~?i! +-% ,.=.e: ~anmatner ,  , , .=- -  mv,~ w~.+. . . - .uce  are  '~ + .+ ~m very  mppy:  m+see.a , ,> ,  w lm'an  eas ' -care '~ lon 's t re tcn  " +~'a+",¢~-+~.~.~...".~.•,~.,~..t +:+~i~-"-ia"=.:~..'+~.~-~ . ; : .=;  ~..: .~.'  =* ~" tea " • '+- " *" " man x ' • ' 4 r ' 1' . . . .  . . . . .  ' 1 * t + * ' '  ' % P , ~ Y ' " ~"  " ~ ! U  "~ ~ = +  ' ~ = ' ' ~ = " ' O : I ~ V " V '  . . . . .  W U = a U  = i ~  " ~ = * "  V = * 3  = = = ~ ' ~ U "  + ~ 
erwear  ,+ l~k  ,~ l~,• ,~d . . . . . . . . .  y,...e amp|.es,•, me+: p~asant. ,  •• .change lnthe8  to.14 rahge , . , ,~e ,• ,  fabr i c  wh ich  ~ s n , ,  t cal la, pseor  ++me . . . . . . . . . . . . . s~+>" ' 'b~ + ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  markets  in Van  ' . . . . . . .  f luenc~ b " rthe 'break" f ~  ' ' ++*; 
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'good l i fe 
BY D IANA SMITH 
Spr ing  comes  s lowly to the Skeena  Val leY, - 
I t  takes  its t ime,  leav ing  its mark  on p laces  i t  
passes  on i ts  journey  up  f rom the  south .  , ./ 
But  i t ' s  worth  wa i t ing  for. A Skeena  spr ing  is 
magn i f i cant . :  
A Skeena  spr ing  means  pussy  wi l lows :i ~(~- 
beg inn ing  to emerge;  c rocuses  push ing  through the  
soil to unfo ld  the i r  de l icate  a rms to the  rays  of ~e  
sun.  I t  means  b lossoms popp ing  out. (They  seem 
to get  a head s tar t  in  the Eby  and  Olson areat  in 
Ter race , )  ...... 
A Skeena spr ing  means  dr iv ing  a long  
Ye l lowhead H ighway 16 and  %vatching mounta in  
water fa l l s ,  sudden ly  louder  and  sw i f te r  because  of 
me l t ing  snow.  ' - • . - /  
I t  means  b icyc les  res t ing  on a r iver  bank ,  
t i res  st i l l  sp inn ing ,and  "chi ldren toss ing  stones• that  
sk ip  across  the water .  I t  means  boys jumping  
f rom rock  to rock  as  they  t ry  to catch• ; 
minnows.  
Maybe you have  a spec ia l  P lace  where  you  
l ike to v is i t  on qu iet  spr ing  days :  ro l l ing  sandy  dunes  
on the banks  of the Skeena by New Remo,  or  a 
nest l ing  spot a long  Old Lake lse  Lake  Road,  e ra  
secret  f i sh ing• locat ion deep in  the bush.  ' 
Spring visits all these hide- 
aways, the lowest first, but 
gradually itworks its way up to 
the white peaks of the highest 
mountains. 
A Skeena spring means" birds 
and a fine crepe shirt, "softly 
tapered a t  the waist with full 
falling sleeves. Color: tones of 
soft lilac• 
Lrnagine aCouple, as fresh as 
springtime itself, as glistening 
returning, gliding on warm air and as. restless as the gypsy 
currents, and  l i tt le an imals  c]+)+thPs ~ they~ :wear+;,, ~.Their. 
scampering on the~ ground• + c str~ed.d,elt~imt]e~nsstlli~wet ~.  
' - ' I~eg" become cloth'ed'~id '/the" rUe ~t jom~Y~[ang l thg  -tliew 
finest, Treshest gi'een fabrics, febtma'S~eeha~-~61mt~stream 
and sap winds its way through and  trying to catch, ripples 
their branches:, between their toes. 
Spririg touches everywhere WONDERFUL SPRING::  
and everyone, but it sparkles The Easter Sunday parade- 
nowhere more exquisitely than 
in the Skeena Valley. Watch 
carefully.- Spring• arrives not 
only in the awakening ofnatural 
beauty-of lowers and ferns- 
but it also shows on the faces of 
Terraeeresidents. You can see 
spring" in their smiles and 
clothes. Festive. Fun. Even 
Frivolous. In fact fashion 
designers must have created 
this seasons clothes for just 
sucha  setting as the Skeena 
Valley. 
Imagine a long, delicate floral 
print dress, its ruffles skim- 
ming the earth, its soR lines 
gliding over a slim young body. 
What better setting .for this 
gown than near a cedar cabin or 
a rushing stream, somewhere in
Skeena country. 
Imagine a" man,~:rugged, 
walking leisurely "along High- 
way !6 close to the Skeena 
River. He wears double knit 
slacks which move in unisen 
with his ambling movement, 
ladies in elegant ethnic gowns 
walking through Terrace 
streets on their way to Easter 
dinner. 
SPRING: Sporty coordinates' 
in fresh pastel colors and 
vibrant colored prints wornto 
the. B.C. Festival of Sports 
acitivities-som to be held in 
Tei'race. 
SPRING AND SOON SUM-" 
MEg: A multitude of plain, 
striped and patterned denim 
slacks , teamed with coor- 
dinating shirt or flecked tee  
shirt. Just right for Logger Day 
in May, the Loggers Sports Day 
and the Lions Stampede in 
June. • 
Sornel~ow it seems' that a 
Skeena setting accentuates the 
spirit of spring and summer  
fadhions. Spring, fashion, and 
Skeena country means one 
thing: love for the good earth 
and its natural ways and 
wonderful surprises. 
Spring is simply beautiful in 
Skeena country. 
:'~-- , i L ~ 'i," ,: ~ , .~:~:::, 
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GIBSON GIRL: 
Bibs 
ond 
ruffles 
?. BltlAN'S OUTFIT is casual but smart with a polyester body 
~ shirt. 10 butte, front aml pelf sleev.e. The striped slacks are 
~ machine washable fortrel and cotton and the .vest is a hand w- 
At 21"Kathy Brown must be 
the youngest store owner in 
Terrace. ¢ 
Her boutique, while selling 
clothes to suit women of any 
age, caters mostly to the 
working girl. 
She tries to keep her clothes 
within the medium price range 
but "I do get some pricey goods 
in," she said. 
"This is more of a fashion 
store than a durability store," 
Kathy said. Her policy is to 
bring in only one of everything 
so her customers can be pretty 
sure they won't see someone 
else in town wearing the same 
outfit. 
She predicts the Gibson Girl - 
1900's look will be predominant 
this spring and summer. 
Dresses will be down to the 
ankle, have a high neckline, 
bibs and ruffles. 
Apart from that "it's pants 
with everything", she said, and 
added this was especially the 
case now that girls are allowed 
to wear them in the office. 
She doesn't expect to see a 
heavy selection of hot pants - 
short shorts - in Terrace 
although they will probably 
catch on in the major 
cities. 
The mini, she said, will still be 
around but, to the dismay o~ 
ashable bonded knit with belt and patch pockets some observant males, will be 
~'. . . . .  about one and a half inches 
i~  ' ~ ' ~  ~ I ~ = ' ~ - - ~ ~  longer. Describing fashion in a state of status quo, Kathy said 
there was nothing drastic in the 
way of women's fashions as the 
Ires belle manufacturers  a re  
waiting to see what lengths will 
"go." 
New jewelry 
Ladies watches are more [nan 
a time piece, today they are a ring to which the birthstones of
piece of jewellery, each member of the family is 
To prove his point, Gordon added. 
Parr, manager of a local The sculpturedrawgoldlook, 
jewellery store, described the a bark finish, and oxidized 
many variations of watches; a gold, which giv.es a 
charm watch which can have handicraft effect, are all styles 
charms attached to the chain which arecurrentlyfashionable ~watch. Strap~ .: slhve., bracelet- ,- in ~iiigs~ . . . .  
watches; pendant watches; and 
the ring watch which is for more 'There is a big trend in in- 
dress-up occassions, terlocking engagement- 
He also pointed out new wedding rings," he said and 
trends in rings. Mother rings added that white gold rings are 
are proving popular which is a "making a noticeable in-road.' 
"GYPSY LOOK" 
PANT SUITS 
GRADUATION 
DRESSES 
La 
~ Boutique ELEGANCE AND.FASHION are combined in the outfits worn 
~ ,  by Carole and Gordon. She is wearing atricel double knit pant -
4603 Lakelse suit, open to the gathered waist, and accented with white.braid. 
ilia outfit consists of a blazer made from pure virgin w~nl, has. 
635-3254 longer larged jacket and sleeves..Slaeks are all-wool English 
worsted, shaped at the calf to create slight flare effect. OOOOOeO0 OOOOO0 
MEN'S PANTS 
Drag 
' em on 
ground 
'Believe it nor not.., a $13 
pair of pants made to drag in on 
the ground." 
Looking utterly dismayed at 
the idea~ Fiorian Gorski was 
talking about he trend to wear 
longer pants which the 
manufacturer  dut i fu l ly  
provides. 
Fiorian works in the men's 
wear section of a local depart- 
ment store and his predictions 
tot spring and summer fashions 
for men were consistent with 
others around Terrace. 
"Men's apparell is really 
opening up...a big mix up right 
now," he said, mentioning 
stripes, prints, body shirts with 
balloon sleeves, and double knit 
in slacks. 
"Nothing plays a bigger .part 
in young mens clothes than 
denim," and added that string 
knits were still playing a big 
part in the fashion scene. 
He said there is such a wide 
range now but that his was just 
scratching the surface of the 
changes to come in men's wear. 
In the ladies department of
the same store. Mickey 
Dychakowsky's predictions for 
the coming season were also 
consistent with those of other 
fashion buyers in town. • 
bONNA'S BLACK AND WHITE PRINT pant suit is made of 
fortrel crepe. Both the pant suit and the white chesterfield are 
washable; the chesterfield being made of herculon, a new 
upholstering fabric which is stain resistant and can be cleaned 
with soap and water. 
FASHION EXPERT WARNS 
Pul l  in  the  wa is t  
Unless women start to diet 
they will have to wear panty 
girdles for the styles coming in 
this season. 
Mrs. Grace Konsehuhl 
manageress of a popular 
women's wear store in Terrace, 
said emphasize will be on the 
waist and any excess pounds 
will show. 
Slie foresees mainly the mini 
lot spring. "The midi will be 
appearing in the form of the 
pant dress set - not in dresses 
alone," she said. 
The total ook will be soft and 
feminine, but sportswear and 
casual wear will have "costume 
characteristics". 
Shagged&curled 
Hair styles popular for spring 
and summer will be the shag cut 
or long hair in curls. 
Loretta Lacoursiere who has 
run a hairdressing salon in 
Terrace for the past five years, 
said hairstyles change ac- 
cording to the clothes that are 
fashionable. 
Girls, she said, want 
something that will stay "in" 
and many are now getting 
perms which give a soft curl. 
"Wigs and hair pieces are 
getting more popular, especi- 
ally among short haired - 
people," she said. 
Most young irls only go to a - 
hair stylist on a special oc- 
cassion and Loretta believes 
that they would have their hair 
done more often if it wasn't so 
expensive. 
On the three slowest days in 
the salon, Tuesday, Wednesday 
and Thursday, apprentices 
style hair for half price. This 
gives them valuable xperience 
before taking their final 
examinations and Loretta has 
enough faith . in their 
capabilities to let them 
do her own hair. 
With the tendency for men to 
have their hair longer 
Loretta said she would be wi- 
lling to stay open two n!ghts a 
week to style men's hair. She- 
added that it was up to them to 
let her know how interested 
they would be in this idea. 
":Hot pants are the 'in' thing 
this spring, and the basic button 
front dress with matching 
shorts." she said and predicted 
that these will gain popularity 
towards the summer months. 
"Full length peasant and 
ethnic gowns will be right for • 
every occasion - casucal street 
wear, at home, or at parties," 
she said. 
q 
Wishing success. 
to the 
,q  
Lady Lions 
on their 
Spring 
Fashion Sh0w 
MARCH 31 
It has been our 
pleasure to assist you. 
ROSES SHOP 
i 
4605 Lazelle 
Phone 635-2804 
Norm Miller 
Think BLAZERS 
for spring 
• ~illHr 
MILLER'S MENS WEAR 
4650 Lakfelse Phone 635.2421 
BABY 
TWO FLOORS OF BARGAINS! 
From the :first floor to the secon . . . 
Bargains GALORE! 
TEEN 1 WAL . . . .  ½ I L PLAOQUES 
an i r t s . .  ! -7.9s J 'Reg..4.99 n lAA i  Reg 
~ .  t08'95 ~ .L. :60" 
,o,.,., I BIouses ' i t S,ZZLERS 
LADI ES 
SLIPPERS 
Reg" 3'49" Sale 2.49 
i Aml ,  
JINGLES o,uu  o.e.c. s Hot wheels NOW 
Doll. In 6 0 0 NOW . 
Jolly Jumper II 
LADIES i "1 TONKA R, eg. 6.98 NOW I 
LOAFERS n nA I  10ar 0arrmrs 5.00] 
J Reg. 4.99 NOW l~ i~ I [Camper  Re0.3.98 2.981 
CARTER I • - 
PANTIES i i Upstairs ChildrensDept''  
I Flannelette ~_ _ | 
Sizes 2"14 yr" i D O s "  2 991 NOW "- !a .e r  l doz .  pkt, ,,, ' .NOW ~i  
% Price I ,4,,6 I ' 
i | Szes ' - - - - - -  I HUSKYPANTS 1 I 
leers JAOKETS SALE P,,CE 2,99 I Sizes 6-10 Yr. NOW. 72  
LOOKI FOR.  MANY UNADVERTISED SPECIALS. WE HAVE.A COMPLETE L INE  
OF MATERNITY  WEAR, NEW STYLISH PANT SUITS AND SWEATERS.' 
WE CARRY LADYBIRD CHILDREN'S  WEAR. 
kTERRAOE 5o TO '*,OO STO 
3210 KaJum Phone 635-2 
JUIOE MAOHIRES i I 
( for •Sizzlers) 
Reg. 2.99 NOW 1 ,99  
• GIRLS , . J 
n,,ns: i 
Sbes ¢hildrens i 
5 to ladies 10 J 
Ih 'N°w " I 
Prioe I 
rio I P • 
• OH MY GOSH|  WHAT NEXTI?  | ,  P~"o°Sssis[BELLsLEEVE•SHIRTS ForBos,~,:-  • • : R '~a~ 
" ~ ' '  ' ' " ; " ' ' ' 9 .8  | -~ '  ~- ' '  " ' I 4,6 ' ' " . . . . . .  . . . .  A ' ~' n " " " 
VE 'STS;•  : '  : ' ~ • .". 40 |  T ' , " • Y g ris, hlgnprlnls, Sizes6.14 .i], . , ,~r (~ " .~ 
, ' r '' ' " " "':~ ' .  : Western . . Dress , Knit ' ],WHERE" qUALiTY' . " p ' ~ . •" . ".. " : . :~  
9 9 .6.98 .:1 E E S CHILDREN S:WE LTD,; 
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LEATilER.IS 'IN' especially among three young~at.heart people from Terrace. Climbing 
aboard painted blocks, Tess wears white leather pants and.vest with black and white shirt - 
and tie. Robin has on his double-breasted midi length leather, coat with wide lapels and Gino wears 
his knee-length leather coat and cap. 
~ , i LI TERRACE HERALD, TERRACE, B.C. " : ' ~ :~ 
' ~: , ' .  i:- ' . ' ;  t • . - . '  : . ! .  . . . .  ' ' " - ) ' " : ' i :  : • : I ;p~G~'~ ! '  " 
, . ,SAYS: . .ROBIN! ,~, ) ! :~ , .  . ,  ,: ; , . . -•  . . . . . . .  , 
• , ,,/:: . . . . . .  :.:: ,:: ; .~  !MEN S PANTI  
a!elf/:i ]!ii 
m o s t  . . . .  ' . . . .  
co ori;i  lob!; . . . . .  . • ~.:.~/~,.,:../~ . ... , . " " . . . . .  : e pantyhose wll l :be"c~ll led ~- h i s  This is  what will be in store, mani.ho~/e~" '  r P ' :~  :~ :~ ' :  ' ' :'~ ' . i.. f°~immeni,n, thefal l . -  ' • - . i '  . I t .  wiLl :be made ~.~: ;  : 
m muue, operauons : su'etea nylon, have a : f l y !~"  
manager of " a local/i ~ and will beribbed from the e~' .  
High on the list at- A young man in Terrace in department store, passed on down just like .a. soek~:ii:: .i 
possibles to be Tel:race's Best love with his job is Frank 
I Dressed Man is Robin MeColi. Cuglietts who is manager el a 
whether  wear ing  m ' . en s wear bouU~ue owned hv 
tsilor~L blazer, midi length, his brother; Gino . . . . .  "~ -" 
leather Cofit, or tank. topeven • He said, " I 'd  .u 
work for' colored shirt, Robin, who nothing. I'love men's wear 
teaches French at Skeena Stores.', 
Jun io r  Secondary  He is also tlumlfful Umt tus 
School, could easily have brother allows him a free hand 
just completed a modelling in choosing Stock. 
assignment for Esqu|re Frank, who is 21 said 
magazine . . . . . .  'People get  the wrung im- 
He believes Terraee is at least pression of our store...our 
r two or  threeyears behind cued:mm~scustomers are. not 
eastern Canada, although, :he necessarily the young rood but 
realizes that the men's wear those who like to dress smart 
stores in town are .trying~'~ and in style." 
bring in the latest styles.. ' He finds men in Terrace are 
Many of his own clothes come fairly conservative but many 
from Montreal but he also shops are willing to try something 
locally. "There. are enough new. 
mens magazines in ' . the  Talking about coming 
stores and you can order from trends for spring and summez 
these," he Said. : ' he~ said the suit business is 
He finds men are ~t •10ng failingand being replaced by 
last beginning to take"'an the non-suit. Made of wash n 
interest in fashion. He"~said wear double knit the jackets, 
• men are becoming more darii~g vests and slacks can be worn 
~, but he believes the first step interchun'gably and, in Franks 
was taken by wives and opinion, are both smart and 
mothers buying'more' colorful casual. * 
:~ clothes'for their husbands and Knit body sweaters with the 
sons. 
i ' underwear look are popular and. "I don't hink older• people are usually tweedy, come in a 
should follow trendy fashion " - ,, variety of colors, and can have 
he said. Whether he include~ belts, patch pockets and extra' 
himself in this wa~ not clear as buttons as additions. 
he evasively put himself in the Tapered sbirts can be. bold 
! "thirtyish" age'bracket. patterned or made of crepe or 
I Robin feels the change "to lace• Ties, some made of 
more colorful clothes is polyester, also bright and 
justified because "the male i of are bold with geometric designs. 
the species has always been the . .Castml wear ~mposes no limits 
m0stcolorful of the sexes." " on what a man wants to wear," He said men are no longer Frank said. • 
afraid to wear colorful tiesor Both he and his brotherliketo ~t 
shirts (Robin doesn't even wear thelatest styles. He said" 
own a white shirt). And they are i like to be daring but you have 
also.dressing for.comfort, with, to watch what you wear here, 
boots and vests, suits .for: especially if you're a business 
example, as well.as for fashion:- man' 
_FOR WOMEN ~, ) 
MAY BE NOT QUITE DRES 
SED TO FIGHT FIRES,. (but 
hanging onto a fire engine any 
way) Les wears bell gotchaas 
which have a 10w rise, flap pock 
ets and button fly. His shirt is a 
body hugging, pop-stretch 
crepe and the vest is corduroy, 
Nortolk style with patch pockets 
and belt. 
" PRINCE RUPERT 
in fashJ, : on . . , . .  , 
. . . .  :.. 'i:. " / . -  • • .... : ;~ ~' ~ 
and FASHION:[& : " : : "~ : :~ '  • ou ,uTv 
always go/together ::. :i./: ati7 
ERWIN/JEWELERS :i-.::: 
KNOW DIAMONDS, KNOW 
~ ~ :  YOUR J EWELER.  
~ I ERWON J[WeLeRS ; 
ARE GOOD PEOPLE  TO KNOW! 
[ ~ C ITY  cENTRE I 
KIT IMAT ' 
632-3313 ,, 
TERRACE 'SHOPP ING 
CENTRE -: 
JEWELERS ~,.,,.o ~ 
PH. 624-3112 ";TERRACE PRINCE GEORGE •" 
• I~1:" IklS-6659. PH. 564,4814 Cork soles on shoes 
"Watch it girlsi Youmay be Bob 'Brewerten has had i3 People are becoming luttons 
wearing men's work boots" years, in the business:i 
Iwarns Mel Reid, manager of a : shoe and six as owner of a shoe store • [*local sh~.st'~re..'. C~, . ~ :' .  inTeg't~e.".'~ u.,i. !~:!:., , : ',:~l. :i
I, Mel i~:~;vsually ~ a'.'bit*~ of~;.a~ H~a[d~,s'e~fi~.g~ht, T~r~t.t~,, 
'comedian:: but: he Was~ 0nly : I'ashi0ri ~s behind everywhere 
partly joking whenhe saidthis else• ["or instance he Still has a i 
because several girls have call for pointed toe shoes. " 
already bought or inquired ~ ~  
about the leather lace-up work ~ ,  
boot he has on display, 
KHOW YOUR CLOTHIER tot comfort, at least in the shoe 
business, ~aee0rding. to A1 
~.r~.' . ; . : ;  , .  .... ,: .... i;::'":"Kn°wi.g":yoUr:Fc|ofhler is .;your,,bOSt:: i~;!~ • ~U, who .hasi'0Fwned a •lbi~l ; ' 
snoe store, foP Seven, years, . , 
believes this is the reason 'why: - . 
, ledthei, s are softer and more y,# ' 
• s!~ple, than before, assurance for ToPS in STYLE, QUALIT :!i !,, ]~ "": ,-:,!.. .,, ,L., " " 
~,Iore conventional wearfor. ,  
women Mel said, are sandals" 
which are lighter than ever 1his 
,vez,, because of cork soles. 
"'Pick a pair up to see how 
much they don't weigh," Mel 
offers. 
He added that they were 
iilmost light enough to allow the 
wearer to float over the water 
which swirls along many of the 
s!reets in Terrace. 
Crinkle fabrics are still se- 
lling well but he said more Shoes 
in suede are on the market, 
which are probably follo~,ing 
the trend in suede jackets. 
lie said high heels were right. 
out of the picture replaced by 
the chunky heel. Bob. is still 
getting opposition from: older 
people who don't .like the" 
chunky heel. , 
lie said sandals would be 
made l • cork of anydeseription. 
Swiss precision built 
BERNINAI|aIIIteIoPI, .~ j j 
of Ihe lid . . . .  ' LvJ 
~ :•*the appo in tment  M 'E i s i ,  ''~ .. . . . . . . . . . .  , .r,,,.~...,:: •"Mac  Pherson, 
ELKEN MERCANTI le  as agent f0r:~ 
THOMPSON BERNINA.  , • 
• C0nla¢! Mrs.: MacPherson,  
ELKJEN/~'MEI~ irime 1 " m Tn 
- He emphasized that a •person 
. would only get a e0mfortable 
shoe if it was made properly no 
~ matter ho~ good the quality of 
b\  the leather~of how' e~x~xpensive 
the shoe. . . • 
~., ,. ¢~:~, 
He hasn't fi0tiCed too much 
change in styles in ladies foot 
wear. A softer toe and the softer 
leather and the growing 
- ~.~ popularity of suede and trends 
['..., tot this spring, he said Popular 
• :.colors would be bones and 
k blues• 
He said the best style in men's 
footwear which has been strong 
lOT tSepast year will continue to 
Ix~ big, 
AI carries a' fu l l  range of 
sizes, widths and and prices 
including ~lUality shoes. 
' ' ()no type of shoe he particul- 
arly mentioned for its comfort 
and workmanship was a.suede 
walking shoe with crepe sole 
made in Ireland which "'you 
' could walk over the world in " 
r 
'./).th 
~vh6rcthe painting .:,~/td 'compared it tea  materials are second 
the.artist ""!! is how the shoe 
~:'~s made which determines the 
t ".~/priee," he added. :,.~: lie .noticed that people over 
~.//.{helast fe~ 'years are taking • 
i] reatcr.care in choosing foot- " ,year'.Which will take care .of 
• ;4he!r t~t~ :)?you only. get one 
Pr ince  RUI: 
• you , '  i 
C 
VALUE and pERSONAL SERVICE 
!.i 
l 
NELS RUDDELL  KEN KENT STEVE LANIUK- -  
SALES 
SALES MANAGER '. 
SEEUSFOR YOUR NEXT . . . .  
• "INVESTMENT IN GOOD APPEARANCE,,.;:I!ii!I 
~': " " ' ~i~: ,i, '~" 
. .  "IT PAYS TO KNOW YOUR CLOTHIER.". m'~l 
4621 LAZELLE  AVE.  TERRACE,  B.C:  'L, ~, P 
~ Let sPr!ng 
e ?i;:/~*'!i•;  
: ,'" " * - ,  -";,,,??i: 
"•  ) 
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CFrK 
TV GUIDE 
(cut~ AND SAVE) 
Monday 
9:35 M:. Dressup 
10:00 Canadian Schools 
10:30 The Friendly Giant 
10:45 Chez tlelene 
II :00 Se#rame Street 
12:00 Mid-Day Matinee 
'My Pal Gas' 
2:00 What On Earth 
2:30 Luncheon Date 
3:00 Take Thirty 
3:30 The Edge Of Night 
4:00 The Galloping Gourmet 
4:30 Drop-ln 
5:00 Rocket Robin Hood 
5:30 Favourite Things 
6:00 Focus 
6:15 Closing Markets 
6:20 News 
6:40 Weather Show 
6:47 Sports . 
-7:00 Family Affair 
7:30 The Mike Neun Show 
8:00 The Partridge Famny 
8:30 Front Page Challenge 
9:00 The Bold Ones 
10:30 Man At The Center" 
J i1"00 The National News 
II :22 Viewpoint 
11:30 Night Final 
Sign Off 
Tuesday 
9:35.Mr. Dressup 
10:00 Canadian Schools 
10:30 The Friendly Giant 
10:45 Chez Helene 
t1:00 Seasame Street 
12:00 Mid Day Matinee 
'Ramsbettom Rides Again' 
2:00 Double Exposure 
2:30 Luncheon Date 
3:00 Take Thirty 
3:30 Double" Exposure 
4:00 To Be Announced 
4:30 To Be Announced 
5:00 Luncheon Date 
5:30 The Beverly Hillbillies 
6:00 Focus 
6:15 Closing Markets 
6:20 News 
6:40 Weather Show 
6:47 Sports 
7:00 Reach For The Top 
7:30 The Smith Family 
..8:00 We Are All In This 
Together 
8:30 Telescope '71 
9:00 Men At Law 
10:00 Tuesday Night 
11:00 The National News 
I 1:22 Viewpoint 
11:30 Night Final 
Sign Off 
,~A FROM US 
TERRACE 
PHOTO 
4045 Lakelse 
635.595 ! 
WE RENT 
T.V.'S 
BY THE 
WEEK OR THE 
MONTH 
Also Rent 
to Purchase 
• $5.00 per week 
$10.50 per month 
Wednesday 
'10:00 Canadian Schools 
10:30 The Friendly Giant 
10:45 Chez Helene 
t 1:00 Sesame Street 
12:00 Mid Day Matinee 
'The Third Day' 
2:00 Double Exposure 
2:30 Luncheon Date 
3:t)() 'Fake Thirty 
:',:3() The Edge Of Night 
4:0o The Galloping Gourmet 
4::;o Drop-In 
.5:00 Baseball Preview 
.5:30 Expo Baseball 
6:00 Focus 
6:15 Closing Markets 
6:20 News 
6:40 Weather Show 
6:47 Sports 
7:00 Gunsmoke 
8:00 Somerset Maugha.~. 
.9:00 Movie 
'The Third Man' 
11:00 The National News 
11:30 Night Final 
11:45 The Late Show 
'Inferno' 
Friday 
1O:00 Canadian Schuols 
10:30 The Friendly Giant 
11:00 Sesame Street 
12:00 Mid Day Matinee 
'Valerie' ~ss 
2:00 Double Exposure 
2:30 Luncheon Date 
3:00 Take Thirty 
3:30 The Edge of Night 
4:00 'Ihe Galloping Gourmet 
4:30 Drop-In 
5:00 Skippy, The Bush 
Kangaroo 
5:30 The Beverly Hillibiliies 
6:00 Focus 
6:20 News 
6:40 Weather Show 
7:00 Klahanie 
7:30 Julia 
• 8:oo Laugh-In 
9:oo Tommy tlunter 
;I0:00 Ironside 
11:45 The Late Show 
'The Clown and the Kid' 
Thursday 
• 9:35 Mr. Dressup 
t0:00 Canadian Schools 
10:30 The Friendly Giant 
tt):45 Chez llelenc 
1 1:00 Scasumc Street 
12:00 Mid Day Matinn . 
'The Third Man' 
2:00 Double Exposure 
2:30 Luncheon Date 
:l:t)o Take Thirty 
3:3o The Edge Of Night 
4:oo The Galloping Gourmet 
4:30 The Banana Splits 
5:00 Ill Diddle Day 
5:3o The Beverly tlillbillies 
6:00 Resume 
6:15 Closing Markets 
6:20 News 
6:40 The Trans Provincial 
Airlines Weather Show 
6:47 .',;ports 
7:00 Sportscene 
7:30 The Odd Couple 
8:00 The Interns 
9:00 The Johnny Cash Show 
10:00 The Flying Circus 
10:30 Encounter 
11:00 The National News 
11:22 Viewpoint 
11:30 Night Final 
11:45 The Late Show " 
'Orders' to Kill' 
Saturday., 
11:15 Medical Series 
12:00 Childrens Cinema 
1:00 Curling 
. .2:00 Canadian College Sports 
. .3:00 Kaleidosport 
. .4:00 The Bugs Bunny Road 
Runner Hour 
5:00 N.H.L. Hockey 
7:30 Countrytime 
8:00 The Galloping Gourmet 
8:30 Update 
.0:00 Music Festival 
1L:O0 The National News 
11:15 Provincial Affairs 
11:20 Night Final 
11:30 The Late Show 
fValerie' 
Sunday 
l:00 Analog 
1:15 B.C. Gardener 
1:30 Country Canada 
2:00 Faith To Live By 
2:30 Musk To See 
2:30 One More T ime 
3:00'World of Music 
4:00 The New Majority 
4:56 CBC News 
5:00 Audubon 
5:30 Hymn Sing 
6:00 The Wonderful World at 
7:00 "Adventures in Rainbow 
Country 
7:30 The Bill Cesby Show 
8:00 The Ed Sullivan Show 
0:00 The Manipulators 
10:00 Weekend 
11:00 The National News 
11:15- The Nation's Business 
11:20 Night Final 
Sign Off 
l 
BALLARD 1: CARPET CLEANING: 
S o m e t i m e s .  , 
"*"  .o" Co.l 
Thody  ' 
Until last week I thought I
was one of those few rare 
people left who came up 
through the ranks in 
journalism. 
But I received a letter from 
a young man in Victoria, app- 
lying for a job here. 
I'd like to give him a try. But 
we're not hiring at the m- 
oment. 
What makes him different is 
this: He went from high school 
in Victoria to spend two 
years as a copy boy and, as he 
says, learning the tricks of the 
trade• 
NO UNIVERSITY 
He's not a university 
graduate. Nor has he attended 
an official journalism school. 
But for the past two years 
he's been in the best school of 
all: the school of hard knocks 
learning form the bottom up. 
Oh...I don't know how he 
writes. He said he'd send me 
some clippings. But when I 
first became a reporter my 
stuff was bloody awful. 
I went into the newspaper f-
ield upon graduation from 
Kitsilano High School in 
Vancouver at at the Van- 
couver Province. That was 
back in 1959. 
Now, I could have gone 
straight o university and the 
only journalism schools in 
Canada at that time were 
Ryerson in Toronto and Carlt- 
on University in Ottawa. 
But I still wanted to be a re- 
porter. I had visions of great 
stories yet to be written• I 
pictured the reporter as a 
glamorous figure. Obviously I 
was conned by late show 
mo~,ies. 
EAGER 
But I was young, eager. I 
decided not to go through the 
pangs of applying through 
personnel. I walked straight 
into the Province newsroom 
and asked to see the managing 
editor, Bill Forst. 
Now this was highly unu- 
sual. A managing editor is a 
busy man...too busy to see a 
green, young kid just out of 
seh0bl But in' f ive minutes I
was:h~:his ()ffice. ' 
"Well,", he said.' "I u- 
nderstand you want to see 
me." 
"Yes sir," I replied. "I want 
to become a reporter." 
"Oh," he said, thoughtfully. 
My mouth was dry and I was 
in awe of this great man. 
"So you want to be~ a 
reporter," he said, finally. 
"What experience have you 
got?." 
I told him that I 'd worked on 
the school paper. 
"What do you read?" he 
asked, 
I rattled off a list of titles of 
favorite books, fiction and non 
fiction and told him I was 
interested in sociology and 
things like that. 
"Well," he said, "Reading 
and studying is a good 
background for a reporter." 
"Yes sir, I said, gulping. 
"You can't be nervous if 
you're going to be a 
newspaper man," he said. 
"Yes, sir," I said again. 
The interview lasted no 
more than five minutes. But at 
the end he said: 
Smithers 
out, bowls 
Terrace 
Smithers bowlers out-classed 
local teams and singles last we- 
ekend in Smithers as  they 
picked up 16 of a possib~e 19 c- 
lasses. 
Only two honors went to the 
Terrace delegation and bath ca- 
me in the Bantam division. 
The local boys were 
frustraled in' their attempts to 
top the classifications for the 
high ,triple and high Singles 
honors as three Smithers pins- 
ters took all the Bantam Juifi6r 
and Scalarspots: . . . . . . .  • .... 
Smithers teams also took all 
the elasses in the team high si- 
ngMbut  the Terrace Bantam 
team'dame through in the High 
• triple event'with a score of 2,373 
to win the e~,ent. 
Terrace's other victory was 
rolled by Linda Niesner who 
notched the girls high triple 
START SUNDAY 
"Well, you haven't the expe- 
rience to work on a big, city 
daily but we'll see what we 
can make out of you. Start 
next Sunday night in the 
newsroom here as a copy boy.  
"By the way," he said, as I 
was leaving with my heafl 
swirling in the clouds, " I  
started out On this newspaper 
as a copy boy myself." 
Being a copy boy is not 
glamorous. But when you're 
young the hustle and the 
bustle of the big city daily 
newsroom is excitement to an- 
y eager young man. 
First I learned to trim the 
teletype machines and give 
the copy from all over the 
world to the teletype ditor. 
Whenever a reporter yelled 
"Copy!" that was my cue at 
deadline to rush over to his d- 
esk and rush a piece of copy to 
the city desk. And I had to 
keep the glue pots filled and 
change ribbons in the teletype 
machine, plus dash up to the 
Canadian Press office and get 
the news from the interior of 
the province. 
EXTASY 
In time, the rewrite editor 
had me doing one and two 
paragraph shorts. I was in - 
,ecstasy to see my own 
"rewrite" appear, edited of 
course. 
Then the late Er ic 
Ramsden, provincial editor of 
the Province, took me under 
his wing. He was a gruff old 
man but sincerely interested. 
He, too, started out as a copy 
boy. 
Whenever I did a "rewrite" 
some weekly in the interior, 
Ramsden would carefully - 
study my copy. 
He'd turn to me, point at the 
story and bark: 
"'What's wrong with this?". 
Then I'd have to figure out 
what it was I did wrong• 
"No, you lame-brain, that's 
not what's wrong with it. Was 
is is it?" 
By series of elimination I'd 
find I'd buried the lead in the 
story. 
Eventually he had cloaked 
praise for my work as I im- 
proved• 
In those days it was still a 
hard-drink.lag newshounds 
heaven. The Province, then, 
was located at Cambie and H- 
astings. And, in the back room 
of the library (or morgue as 
its sometimes called in the b- 
usiness) the deskmen (copy e-. 
ditors) would get together 
over a bottle at four until the 
wee small hours---right into 
the dawn sometime.s 
IIONORED 
I was honored and invited to 
sit in on these conversations, 
only because they knew how 
hard I was trying to be a rep- 
orter. 
And...around 11 p.m. just 
after the third edition had 
gone to pres~, the boys would 
raise $20 to $30, hand me the 
key to a company ear and I'd 
shoot up to the Pender. 
Street Liquor store. At 17-ye- 
ars-old! 
But I was regailed by stories 
they had covered and about 
great newsmen they had 
known. I eagerly took it all in. 
There was excitment too. 
Like this night l~.rrol Flynn 
died in Vancouver. Why, there 
were reporters coming up the 
back elevator and down the 
side step~ from the newsroom. 
"I haven't seen 'era so exc- 
ited since the end of the war," 
muttered the old telegraph 
editor, who seemed rooted to 
the newspaper. 
And I watched the news unf- 
url on teletype machines. We 
received the first flashes of 
the Cuban revolution• A guy 
named Castro had taken over. 
At that time, it seemed a 
wonderful, great event. 
But after a year, my y- 
earning to become a reporter 
was in full blossom. I knew I - 
didn't have the experience to 
work for the Province. But 
interested newsmen helped 
me because I wanted to bee-" 
ome a newsman. 
I'd scan the'papers tor an 
opening somewhere, take it to 
my mentors and they'd shake 
their heads. No. Finally, I 
struck paydirt. The Swift 
Current (Saskatchewan) Sun 
needed a reporter--at $75 per 
.week. 
It's curious. My f irst real 
reporting job was on a twice- 
weekly. Now I 'm editor of a 
twice-weekly ! 
There I began my long trek. 
After a couple of years in the 
business I went to UBC---but I
was more interested in The 
Ubyssey, the student tri- 
weekly. 
From there, I went to the 
Vancouver Sun where under 
the tutelage of a wonderful, 
old newspaperman, the late 
Gar MePherson. He took me 
under his Wing on the rewrite 
desk (He'd been with The Sun 
since 1927, I believe). 
When my three month trial 
period was up, on Gar's word, 
they hired me full-time and 
gave me a press card. I was in 
seventh eaven. 
But there was something 
about a weekly newspaper. 
Williams Lake, New Toronto, 
Toronto Globe and Mail. P- 
ublic Relations. The daily 
Hartford Times and,-finally,. 
the full .circle and happy to be 
here. 
I 'm sorry I can't hire this 
eager young man. I know that 
he's probably got what it t- 
akes. He's a copy bey and 
trying to learn the, ropes.dust 
like me, once. 
But the budget says no. 
I hope this young man--he 
says he's 22, a little bit older - 
than I was (I was 18 when I 
started full time as a reporter) 
will find a good weeklywhere 
he can work his rump off and 
become honed as a good r- 
eporter. 
And I may even write him, 
suggesting that after a few 
years in the business, he try 
university. No journalism sch- 
ools. Bat political science, 
socio logy,  pyschology,  
English Lit. 
He's choosing a difficult 
path. 
But who knows? 
Someday this young man 
may be the Washington 
correspondent for The Toronto 
~ Star. Or an eager editor on 
twice-weekly newspaper. 
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IT'S A HAIR RAISING EXPERIENCE ,for Pat 
McDonald at Skeena Junior Secondary School..- 
Pat demonstrates the effects of a generator .  
during the school's opea house Wednesthy night 
for parents---Staff photo. 
NEW! THE MOST 
REVEALING BOOK 
PUBLISHED 
FORWOMEN  
__  ' " , .  . " , . , 
nationally famous experts. 
Ulast! theTOTAL book... 
about the TOTAL woman! 
are filh.d with a wealth ~J" i,Ji, rn,t[io,. 
You'll dhrovrr /hi,#' w ,  havr ,m'r  k,ow, btfi, re. 
whicll i,/l,a/a.).o,r total bran(r! " 
'lOItlt## 
m/joo/. 
the International Encvclopedia 
of Beauty and Well Being 
• How your voice can make or lose friends, 
• Guiding your daughter toward womanhood, 
• How to style little girls hair. 
• How European women outwit fatigue, 
• What men find most attractive in women, 
• Tesled techniques for weight control, ' 
• Inner balance--secret of serenity, 
• The u.niqueness of your own personality, 
• How to be lovely throughout pregnancyl, 
b The latest facts about face.lifting. 
• How your marriage can become more rewafo,ng 
• The fulfillment only maturity brings. 
'• .The Iradilions behind yoga exercises 
"• The special graces of maturity. 
YOUR FACE MAKE.UP • Cn|Dlet J YOUR WEL k 8EWO WOMANHOOD (Part One) * Cha~t  • 
YOUR FACE SKY CARE * Ch,DI~t ~ YOUR WELL eEWO WOMAN~IO0• (PaR Two) * CI@DhJt 10 
YOUR FAC• ENI4ANCE' YOUR FEA rURES . Cilspat 3 YOUR WELL BEINg MENTAL "HEAL'TN • C~ohlr ! ! 
YOUR FACE FEATURE. TRANSFORMATION • Chalet  4 YOUR WELL SEW•* HATHA YOGA * ~pMt  r2 
YOUR•SOY SRW CARE . ChmD4et '5 .YOUR CHARM GRACE & PERSONALIrY (Parl Onej t Ch#DNt r3 
)'OUR OODY BEAUTIFYING * ChmD~t 6 YOUR CHARM •RACE • PERSONALffV (Karl Two) * ChlIM~ 14. 
YOUR FIGURE WEIG/.~T CONTROL * CnaD~t i YOUR CHARM. TI~ MALE * ChJDNt IS 
YOUR WELL EEING PHYSICAL FITNESS * Ch&Olat O 
ctp~f~t tl|0*¢wit,nl~n..Ol.~.~ J*r NV¢ 
NOW,available inthis area exclusively at 
SUPER-VALU 
BUYBETTER,- SAVE MOREl., 
. , * : "  , 
• . . . . i  " : r  • ~L i ' ' "  • 
.TIZ'RRAZ_'I~ HERA~ ~ ' ; -  . 
I -- 4613 Lazelle-Ave. " 
:- . .> Terrace~ B.C, " • 
':.. P.O. B0x399 '~-!~i: *''~ 
, ~. Phone635-6357 -" : 
• % . . . .  : . , - : 
,NptionarAdvert]slng . ".' 
• " .~:A'i'mstrong.~Dagg ' ~'- ' 
Represent0tlvos Ltd. 
Western Regional Newspapers-. 
207 West Hastings Street ,. 
Vancouver, B.C. . . 
Member  Of :  . .  
B'C. DIvlslen of the 
Canadian Weekly New~papers 
association 
and 
• Audit Bureau of Circulation 
Classified Rates 
• Five cents a word (minimum 2S 
words,) ,-25 cents off for cash. 
Display classified $1.25 an inch. In 
Memoriam, minimum. .. 
Subscription Rates 
Single Copy 15 cents 
• "YearJy b~ Pnall $10 .In Canada: 
.. "$12 outside Canada . J 
'Authorized as secon'd class moll b~ 
the Post Office'Dept., Otta'wa.and 
for payment of postaqe in cash. ." 
1 - Coming Events 
The Annual Terrace Arts and Crafts 
show will be held in the Community 
Centre April 3, 10 a.m. - 10 p.m. and : 
April 4, 10-6 p.m. (P•26) 
ACt/ON,so 
14 - Business Personal 
• .... ": 
" No lob too big 
r . ~ ~ r; " No lob toostnall • 
' 1 S ~ y ~ ¢ roofln~Speclslllt 
: STEVE•PARZENTNY 
. ROOFI~GCO.  LTD: '  .: 
~Gener~i Rootln¢ (kon¢~) " 
~Phone/nlg~t Or day 635-2~24,~-' 
~ICT ~ ) l ;  : " " i 
WELL DRILLING " " " 
Carlboo drllllng and exploration 
~otary drllllng, - water .wella ' &, 
tdst!ng: Contact ares rep~:eSentati~/q. 
write Box 2405, 
Quesnal, B.C. (CTP) 
I NOTARY PUBLIC 4646 Lakelse'Ave. t Phone635-7282 : Res. 635.2662 . Terrace, B.C. ' ' TF )  " '111 1 1 i * ' 
Taxi -and shal'e in Totem Taxi Ltd 
Kitlmat, B.C. Reasonable, or Will 
/sell. I~si~ess and home as one 
package. Financing a~ailable. 
Contact.Bob Titmus, 632-7S28 (C-29) 
. . . . . ,  . 
TELEVISIGN & ELECTR~()I~II~, 
, i "* :" ' SERV,C,NG •" 
/ ,  P,IWne 63S*'37 IS ,." 
,. , .A.nytime . ,. 
". ,TRUCK & CAT REPAIRS The Terrace Science Fair will be Ful ly  qua ified Heavy Duty. 
held on April 23, 24th at Caledonia | Mechanic available e,~enlngs and 
Senior Secondary Auditorium. j weekends, on Engines, trucks~ 
Entries are'accepted from students ]cats ,  loaders&pick.uptr;ucks.:By 
in all grades.. Interested students j hour or contract. Phon'e Ross 
should now be wol~king on ther I D~nback 635-79913 (P.25) 
prolects. For information and 
advice,teacher. (C-25)consult your science/.: 18 ' -He iP r  : r i te  d - :a te  
13 - Personal ~ wanied baile n for Mac lis & 
Congenial'couple would like to meet 
the same• Write Box" 665 Terrace 
Herald. 
Are you sick and tired of being sick 
and tired? Let'Alcoholic'Anohymous 
help you, 
Meetings 
Alanons meet every Wed., 8 P.M'~ 
Skeena Valley Group every Thurs.,,9 
P.M. 
Terrace Family Group every Sat., 9 
P.M. 
Br.eakfast Meeting every Sunday 11 
A.M. 
All meetings held in the old Library 
Building at Kalum an@Eaketse'Ave. 
For information write .Box 564 
Terrace, B.C, Or Phone 635-2830 or 
635-3448. 
(CTF) 
Apathy is a vote for polluflen (.IF)•25) 
14 Bus ines~Persbn~ ~ 
SAV-MOR EBU I LDERS CENTRE 
LTD. 
4827 Keith Ave., Terrace 
Phone 635-7224 
for 
Building Materials; 
Millwork 
"Tested" T~usses 
Drafting, estimating, blueprinting 
and 
NOR.PINE HOMES, 
The Pre.fab home built in Terrace 
(CTF) 
Gibbs pole-yard. 4th class steam 
engineer certificate required. Apply 
in person or phone 635.2277.. 
Application confidential. (C.29.3)., 
]9 .  Help wanted - Ma le  
& Female, 
VENDING'IS 
33- For Sale-  Misc. 
camp blankets & sheets, 
s/ze 12, and bouk$. Phone 635- 
'3165 (P-26) 
F()r Sale: Hoover washer.spin 
dryer.  Price to sell. Contact 4023 
• 01son. (STF)- '" ' .. / 
• 38 - Wanted : :Misc. 
"" W0uld like td buy Honda bike or 
similar In good condition. Phone 635- 
2666 (STF! 
39 " -Boats  & Engines 
SNOWMOBILE'  CLEARANCE" 
SALE: 
The:follo~/Ing machln~ are being 
sold at costprlce in order to make 
way for Summer stockll . 
1971 Moto Ski Grand Prlxx * 33~:c:. 
24 H~P. Twin cylinder. Only$79S.00 
1971 Sno tat (Star Jet) 338cc- 24 H.P.  
T~vin cyllndef;. Only $795.00 
1970 Sno Jet (Super Sport) 493¢c. 28 
H.P. Twin cyllnder. Only $850,00 
Come inend ~;ee these bargains at 
KARL'S TRADINGPOST LTD. 
4542 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace; B.C~ 
(P-26) 
, • [ . ,  
41 . Machinery for Sale 
American Mode 750 ,Shovel 1967, 
Serial No. 1196'8, 2cu. yd long dipper 
st ck, G.M. and tank. Best offer over 
$45,000.00. Cypress Equip. Co. Ltd. 
Phone 299 - 2611 Vancouver, B.C. 
(C.25) : " 
For Sale • 1963 Timberiack sk/dder 
w i th  extra spare parts and tire. 
$3,000 PhOne 638•5045 (P.25) 
"American Model 750 ,Shovel, 1967, 
serial number 11968, two cubic yard 
long dipper stick, GM and torque. 
Best offer over 845,000.00. 
Cypress Equipment Co. Ltd., 299-- 
2611 - Vancouver. (C-26) 
READY FOR SPRING. 
'66 CSBD TREE FARMER SKidder. 
Gearmatlc 19 Winch. PR75 axles. I- 
8•4 x 26 nylon tires; 
.GRANDE PRAIRIE $7,$00 
GOOD BUSINESSI 
Excellent Spare Time Income 40YR DROTT Cruz.Air Loader 
Cummins •Diesel. Very good co. 
Our Comp.any is expanding and re, ndiflon throughout. 1700 hrs. Incl. 6- 
quires full or oert time distributors • 0" ditch bucket-24" back hoe bucket. 
to service New, Type high quality ripper toolh. 
vending machines ,in your:area, PRINCE GEORGE $40,000 
Routes wlll be established. No " " 
Selling. " . . . .  '69 C6CD TREE FARMER 5kiddor. 
BERNINA SEWING MACHINES 
Thompson Bernina Now 
Located in 
. . . . . .  ~ .- 190 hours.only. Like new. 1000 hr~ 
Qualifications required: honesty, ' warranly. 23.1 k 26 nylon tires. 
sincerity, a good car, refere~des, KAMLOOPS • 
able to spend six to ten ~houfs 
weekly, cash investment of:S1,000 .
'$3,000..InVestment-secured. - , ,  
• f "~"  -:'~ ~' ': "'~'~ : ;]-~ "~i 
~ly  ~Ing  ~ r~oga~numbe~l~ r. 
~'eferenCes and, qua fications to:, i: 
B.V. DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED 
Dept. '~A" 
2480 Tecumseh Road East 
WINDSOR 19, Ontario 
(P.25) 
; " MUSiClANSWANTED *-' 
Organist.Pianist, experienced In 
Dance Band Music wishes to form 
group. Phone 638.2565 (p-26) I 
20-'----Help Wanted ' ~ - - I  
Female . " ] 
rf 
TYPIST• | an~ a 
RECEPTIONIST required May' 1. 
Provide complete details of ex.. 
perlence, work history, age, marital 
43 - Rooms for Rent 
I Room .for rc, nt for gentlemen with 
young couple, nochlldren~ Kitchen 
facilities. Close to t0wn~ Phone "S- 
2125, (1>.281 " 
• K E[Y~:r0N E COURT AI~,TS, 'i 
1,2,&3 bedroom deluxe sultes~ ,1621 
"Scott'~.ve. Terrace. Phone 6~'~24 
or 635-&181. (CTF) " ~ . : -: 
+ ~Room for reliable working man, 
with kitchen facilities, bring l"oom 
with fireplace. Just like home. Close 
,to town. Phone- 635-' 3841~635.26~:. ; 
-- r 
I Room far gentleman with board. 'I" 
Also I room with cooking faci tles Or : 
could have board." view at. 3534 Eby/ 
evenings 5-7 P.m. (C I :F)  :." 
Ona-I:Oom or reom and hoard 
available for working girl or Pen:. 
flamen In 'anaw house. Phone 63,~, 
6940 (P-2S) , 
I I I Fl~;nn Apts. 
Furnished rOoms and furnished ~ 
apts. ' Cooking facilities evailable. ~ 
"phone,' 635-~58 (CTP) 
44. Room & Board 
Room & Board for2 gentlemen. Pho.:. 
ne 5.2762.. (P-30) 
57 - Automobiles 
For Sale - TR3. $675 For more Into. 
Phone 63S~4205 (P-25) 
P.B. Take over Payments..Phone 
635-8813 (P-27) :; 
FOr Sale - 19~Vauxheli Viva, gOOd 
condition. Phone 635.5783 (P-2~) 
i.h. fine tunnlng cond'ltion (body 
Phone ~,15-$7~0. Kalum Lake Drive. 
Past dump HeWs acres) (P-18). 
For Sale - 1967 Ambassador (990) 
Station Wagon, 35,000 miles, 9 
seater, automatic, power steering 
ana brakes. Phone 635-2568 after S 
P.m. or weekends.' (P.27) 
For Sale - 19/0 Buick GS45S Sport 
Coupe, 8 track tape deck, automatic 
trans., power steering, brakes, Red 
with Dark Brown Vlnyl top, maps, 
Immaculatethroughout. Only 30,000 
miles. Notriflerspleese. Phone635. 
5230 before 6 p.m. 635-3408 after 6 
P.m. (P-26) 
1924" Dump Truck, MOdel T, mo~tly 
stored. Ih running condition. Phone 
~ 635.8759 (P.26) 
Will buy for cash. one 1.1V~ or 2 ton 
truck. Must have duel wheels, not 
more than 8 years old. Phone 635. 
381S after S P.m. (P.26) 
47- Homes for Rent 
For.Rent - 3 bedroom house, un. 
furnished. Thornhill area. Phone. 
638-6992 (P,26) 
For Rent: .3 bedroom row holsses~ 
with • refrigerators and stoves, 
electric heating, close to schools and, 
dawnto;Nn playground fol; ch dren. 
App ly  ' Mrs. Stan Hertman, 
Cedargrove Garderi,,, ~30 Scott ~t., • 
Suite 10e. (CTF) , " 
Furnished Cabins ,weekly and 
• monthly, rates.'Also sbites,for rent 
Cedars Motel.~l=hone 635-22J8. (CTF. 
3) 
For Rent: Unfurnished 3 bedroom 
townhouse apartment. Electric heat 
extra fridge and stove. Ka lum.  
Gardens. Scott and Hanson. 635.5088 
(CTF) 
48. Suites for Rent 
'Cabin for rent - new roof and newly 
decorated~turnlshed. Phone 635. 
681S, 3707 K'alum St. Ken6 Motel (P. 
26) 
For Rent: Available.immediately. 2 
bedr()om unfurnished basement 
suite. 5elf centa ned. Low. rent~ For 
.$22,100 appointment phone 5-5738. Non 
(~ C6B - " drinkers, Noh smokers. (CTF) ' D TREE FARMER Skldder. • , 
684 hrs. *Excellent condit on.- GMC " . , -, 
~Dlesel engine, 18.4 x 34 Steelguafd .49 -,Homes for Sale 
~U,I~es. Gp,~'n2~Lti F 19winc~,T98 trent, I " ,  .~ , . ,  ,,.., . " . ~. "" " ,~  
srnissiod.;~ ~ ~ L ; ~ ' ~ ; ~.-,' J For, ~ale: "3 ~ I~arobm n6use, "~IU#.'" 
PRINCEGEORGE ~' ~ $1~,$00 J suite In besemanf.: Located on 
"~'. ,, ,, .... '. , - , | Bench. For more Into phone S-3~5~ 
~'L . _ : ;  'PhoneG~-~140 ' " . ' ' |'.(P-28)'" . ' " : -, 
.,.~,; . .~. ._ ; . . . . :~__  ~ _ *" | For Sale. Handy man's pecial, two 
Kamloops Campbell Rr. 
. , . ," LJ For Sale. 2 years old 3 bedroom 
FOR SALE:" : i home.with carport~ finished rumpus 
One ." Canadian .Kenworlh 'Model [room. W.w carpeting throughout. 
LW.923 Tandem axle tractor with J Bpllt in dishwasher. Located on the 
Cummins Model NTC.335 diesel en- J Bench, Phone 635.3165 (P-34) 
gine~. " k - • r "1 i ' . 
• Rockwell 11,000 lb. front axle. Vi- I For  Sale: 3 bedroom home, full 
ckers power steering, besementand carport. S ye~?rs old. 
• Rockwell 38,000 lb. rear axles~ In good residential area; Phone 635. 
• Fuller model T0905-C S-speed main 3560 (CTF) 
transmission with Spicer MOdel 
8431.r 4-speed auxiliary tra- For Sale: 2 or 3 bedroom house 1or 
,nsmisslon. sale with new roof and oil heat. 
- Heavy:duty steel cab. 
1967 2 dr. Htp. Meteor 410 Motor, 
P.S.P.B., i'adio and rear speaker, 
New brake lob and I;ad. hoses an0 
fires (incl. studded snow tires) 1 yr. 
WarraFIty $2,100. Phone 635.7920 
1965 Jeep 4 wheel drive power winch 
new 150'cable, runsreal nice. Short 
wheel base. Removable top for 
summer. $950 or beat cash offer, 
Phone 635.7098 anytime. (P-9~) 
For Sale: 1965 4 Ton I.H. Fine 
Running Condition (body) un. 
beautiful) Phone 63S-5790. 
Kalume Lake Drive. Past dump 
(Hell's acres). (P-18) - 
68 H.T. Chrylser, P.S.P.B. Take 
Over Payments. Phone 635.5513 (p. 
' 27) 
For Sale: 1966 I'.H.C. UF220 U478 
motor,3400 lb. I;earend, $ & 4 spicor 
transmission 1,000 x 20 rubber. In 
Good condition. 635-6391 KCTPl 
For Sale • 1966 Ga axle 500, GOod 
- condition, 382 cu. in auto. $850 i~hone 
~~35-3537 or view at No. 1, 964 
"paquette St, (P-T/) 
• 1969 DOdge Handivan, 318 V8, Radio, 
"23,000 miles. 3 years, 27,000 mile 
warranty remaining. Asking $2,400. 
, _:Phone 635.6817 Terrace. (P-28) 
For Sale - 1964 Ford, 4 dr. V.8 
Standard, motor overhauled, 6,000 
miles. Will fake sn0vv, blower or 
riding lawnmower or piano as trade 
cash.' Phone 635?2098 (P-25) 
For Sale - 1965 Hayes dump truck. 
c.w 14 yard gravel box. Phone ~.  
6391 (CTF) . . • ~L'~: 
58 - Tra i lers  
Travel trailer. Phone 635.3474 
For Sale . S0 ft.' l'ralier. Plus 40 ft. 
joey shack on lot in Thornhlll. $3,000 
down or will trade for blggePtrailer. 
Phone 635.7040 (p•25) 
For Sale . furnished 2 bedroom 
trailer 10 x 42 with I bedroom Jooy 
Shack in good condition In Thornhill 
)P.26) 
For Sale: 1970 12 x 68 Diplomat" 
mobile home• Has 8,.x 32 addition. 
Used 10 months. Located Sunnyhlll. 
court. No.34. Will consider travel ELKEN MERCANTILE 
4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace• Phone 
635.2552. (CTF) 
Floors? 
Draper ies?  
CALL- 
Carpetcra f t  
635-3455 
635-6842 
LAZELLE  
SHOPPI NG CENTR E 
For Your Radio and T.V. Repal;'s 
Phone &1S.3630 across from the 
Leg ion. -- - 
.FRED'S FURNITURE 
(a division of Fred's RefrJgeratlo.1) 
(CTF) 
I ' ,FILTER QUEE N vACUUMS/ j 
| ' sales & services " . i  
lFor  free home demonstrations c'~llJ 
I . 635.38R6 • , ; . I 
IOlfiee No.S • 4554 Lazelle~Ave; .1  01CTF) • ; ,,~,, :,, j 
clarinets, etc. Ask about, ourl Rente 
Purcha se•,pldh.< :/•', :.. ,.." 1 '' ";~- 
• TerracePhoto SObl3h l  L id : , - :  "~: 
~'~' "' 'i 
ELLS i:' 
Call,your. Iocal!y owrled"~i 
better, : : ' .  
CLEA 
Hwy, 16',East"' T~rra 
Phone1635-61 
~. Even inas  ~635'.: 
L I '  
status; present or expected salary 
Replies treated in strict confidence. 
Apply Terrace Herald Box ~69. (C- 
27) 
21-  Salesmen & Agents 
YOUR OWN BUSINESS 
"Are you unemployed, retired or 
naed extra money? Let us show you 
how to make Profits of ~1 to-$4 an 
hour with 200 famous Rawlelgh 
Products• Choice selllng areas - full 
and part time. Write Rawlelgh 's, 
Dept. C-177-20, 589 Henry .'Aye ,' 
Winnipeg 2, Man." (C-34) 
25 - Situations Wtd., 
. Female . . . .  . 
Bookkeeping, typing, payroll. By. 
experienced woman. Phone 635.5. 
340. (P-26) 
• Fruehauf 36" H.D. fifth • wheel• 
• Dayton ;=poke wheeis c-w 10:00 x 20 
tires. • . .~. 
• JacobE';bmpress on brake. 
- Truck in spotless condition with 
37,000 total miles. New'lh' 1969. 
- Price $20,000 
One • Willock 30 ton flat deck tandem 
axle 011field bed semi-trailer. Ll'ke' 
new ..10,000 miles s(nce new (1969). 
• Price: $4,000 
One. Columbla,10ton'low.bedtraller 51 - Business Locations 
with new loading ramps, like new 
15,000 total miles. 
• Price $6,000 ' 
Price. ol entire comblnatlori Is 
$20,780 if purchased together ' • '2312 or 635.3147 (CTF) 
Equ pment located at Terrace~ B.C. 
to inspect call: ' I Fo~rent.. Space for small business. 
Pacific Northern GSsLtd. Phone635.7985 (CTF) / . -. Box 579 . Terrace, B.C. 850 sq: ft. In ='azelle Shoppi.~ Phone 635.7291 Centre. Main floor~ Can be occupied 
1 Attention: Mr. K.L; Irwin May !, 1971. 63k.2287 (CTF) 
close, to .pavement,. schools and 
shopping. $900 dOwn and full Price 
$9,500: P.hone 635•2951 (C.26) 
FOR SArE 
3 bedroom house on Bench with 3 
bedroom suite in basement, income 
Sl 80;00 pep month. Phone 635.7940 or 
write 4906 Gait, Terrace, B.C.. (P. 
27) 
trailer or lot in Terrace as part down 
payment. Phone Lorne Myers at 635. 
3533. (P-25) - 
For Sale - 1968 Safev~ay Trailer. 12 x 
~)esklng $5,500• Phone 635.3208 (p. 
8 x'39 Glendale 2 bedroom mobile 
home. This unit,is completely fu r .  
nlshed, P,~rked, serviced and. ready 
for immediate occupancy. Also 
includes porch. No reasonable Offer 
refused. Financing, available. For 
For Rent - 1000 sq. ft. of  soace J further information phone 635.2803 
available, Ideal for small buslness. I Ree!.lnn Mob e Homes Sa!es (CTF) 
Faces ow Kalum Street• .Phnne63S. "~ . 
l Situation Wanted . HousekeePer FOR SALE: ." ., " . . , -  
with children requires' a sultab e ;.One~.: Tractor - Caterpq ar561 . • 
passion. Moreconcernedabautgoed Pli~elayer "Series C . .  c -w  
home than wages. ' 'write, 1635 Bblderson :hydraulic ang • ,'f liar 
Jamalch Ave~ Prince R0pert (P-26) blade;,.~00,: Ib .. "non ' "  ~adjustable. 
cou,tsrweight, land • 20" grouser 
. . . . .  i. ' :  .~'acks..Total hours on macl~ne 750 
' 'in light service; Machine in excellent'. 
• " "' • " . "':~," (~ondltlon;:'.., . '  . 
, ooklng for good used hOt.r water, : Eqi/Ipment located at Terrace,,B.C. tank.:Phone 5-5340 (P-26): : , 
. / .  , ,  " / .. : . . ,  . ~ , .  , . , . . . . , . to lnspect .ca l l  . ' ' .  ,.,' ' • , ', 
:," '~ Pacf c Northern GaS L td  
3 Bedroom grouping now'..;;gallalole ;i '." : : " .  ; , ;  ,' ' , '  :" Box579 
from Fred's~.' Inc uded are 2,place' ,' ' : Terrace, B C 
Chesterfield, $' piec,e.klt~hen table • - ' Phone= 635.7291 
set, 3 I~lece bedroom suite, Price( Attention: Mr.K L, Irwlnl i':'i: ;:'!" 
from S497 or complete wifh"$60( '(C•2~-3).', , , .  * .  ,.;~: 
value.consul:color TV  from 8997 " ' " ' , " " ' - ~ 
;C0htact Frpd's Furfllturer~,:/~44~ .FoP r~l~ 2'1'962"JMl15 - (:lielr,e~" 
:Lakelse, .Terrace,.B C: Pllone',63S !Loadar- 1~ yard L bucket',. "Model' 
3639;or Fred'~s Refrlgera~len~Ltd.* ~.TZ14.' G00d condition . Phone'63S. 
• Ltd,, 222 city, center,, Kltlmat~-.,B.C .639). (CTF) . . . . .  
Phone 632-3~2. ' (CTF):: ... ;" ' :"'~ IJ4"/ .... I 
' L a r g e . ~ d r a ~ ' s  J2' t ; - , iRooms for  i~ent  1' ;l " : '1 ' ': a ~ 
,'blonde end : table, :bamboo fe'rl¢lngl O5 BOR ~1E': .GUEST HOI" .... trldlie,, garment, ratio. T,V.  sterec -~ 
'~m~b!na!l°n': Pho,.np'635;5783 :(Pi26i J' comfortable =rooms. :In 
Newly Decorated Office . 
'Birch panelled,:walls, wall  to wall 
.carpet. Elei:trlc heat, Large North 
~windows, Approx 900square feet. on 
La.kelse ~:Av'e,'. App ly  "." Elken 
, Mercan.llie ~ phone635 2582~ (CTF:3) 
aw;oo cash or eosy 
~15.-557S. (CTF)" 
1.2' :k. 24'building tobe 
g.~ FOP : further : ir/tor, mqt ()~ 
~35-7~85,~;(CTF) ...... . 
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~to; P .S .P .B  
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NOR'THWEST~$TOCKCAR [" i n  CBC serie, ,ss ,To.o, Irish • :~:r* TERRACE,  B,C. - " ~ "  ~;. 
Seale¢l lenders w i i lbe  received . 
• by 'lhe N.W.S.C.A. ,at Terrace,i 
B,C- fo r  ma intenance  and . . . . .  • 
upkeep Of t rack ,  'spectators 
stand, washrooms and 
concession s tands  on 
z commission basis. Not later 
Ihan l l :00a~m. A&lr(~h 17, 1971. 
The.lowest or  any I)rop0sal wil l  
not necessarily be accepted. 
FoP'further deta i lscontact  the 
President" of N.W.S.C.A, 635, 
5041,:/Oo Thornhil l  Electric, 
River Drive; R.R.. 2, .Terrace,  
B.C . . .  ' 
• " Meeting" wil l  be he d every 
Wed. 8:00 p.m. at Thornhill Golf 
and Coui~lry Club. Sponsors 
and wives are  welcome. (C-26) 
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS 
TREE PLANTING 
• Project No. 93L l l .4  
Situated: near Winfield Creek 
within the Smlthers P.S.Y.U, 
Prospective bidders for this 
contract to plant 100,000 trees oh 
200 acres more or  less are 
reminded that sealed tenders 
must be received by the Chief 
Forester .by 4 p.m. Thursday, 
Apri l  29, 1971. This contract 
was previously advertised for 
field examination on November 
4, 1970. 
Tenders wil i  not be con- 
sidered unless made out on the 
Tender  fo rms suppl ied,  
p roper ly  signed, and ac- 
companied by a deposit in the 
form• of a cert i f ied cheque., or 
money order in the sum of f i f ty 
dollal's ($50.00) payable to the 
Minister of Finance. 
Tenders must be submitted In 
the envelope • marked '~Tender'. 
for Tree Planting",  
The lowest or any tender wil l  • 
not necessarily b'e accepted:~ .
• Planting stock required ' fo r  
the' contract  wll l :  be supplied 
free 0 (  charge by the"  ForeSt 
Serv ice  f .o.b,  at a place~ 
• designated I~y the  Forest Ser-  
vice..- 
Part icu lars  may.~ be ob. 
twined f rom the Chief Fo'rester," 
Par i lament Buildin'gs, Victoria," 
Br|tish Columbia; fi 'om the 
Distrlct Forester, B.C. Forest 
' service, Prince Rupert, B.C., or  
f rom the Forest Ranger at 
"Smlthers, B.C. (C-25) J 
/$PECIAL I  " 
COMPLETE CAMPING 
OUTFIT:  • 
One 9 xx 12 Tent, • two  Camp. " 
cots, 2 A i r  matresses, one tent.; 
heater,,  two burner Colman 
stove; "One molded, ~eather-. 
tight car top carr ier to carry 
camping outfit. Best offer .a . '  
ccepted. " - . .  " .. 
KENSKILL  HOL IDAY 
TRAILER,  16", Fr idge; stn. 
ve,.oven, furnace, water,  lhree 
kinds of lights, ful l  washroom; .  
Very  good condit ion.  Pr ice 
$1800.00 
AMERICANA ENCYCLOPE~ 
DIA, Complete set of 10 volum- ! 
es..Very good condilion. Price J 
$30.00 " " 
3 BICYCLES:  S5.00 each. 
Phone 635-5336 
When you 
'don't know who 
to turn to * '  
ITURN.;TO US WITH.• 
. . -  . , - ' . ,  
" : :  • . , • .:, 
• :.CON. FIOENCE 
FUNERAL 
ii :HOME ! 
, .Phone 635.2444" , 
: -Terrace, B,C. ' 
,The irish Rovers, star ~;  a 
new half-hour variety series, in 
color, on the CBC-'I;V nekvork 
beginning Monday, April 5 at  
7:30 p.m. 
Produced in Vancouver by 
Ken Gibson~ The Irish Rovers 
features the exul)erance of the 
group performing their songs 
and comedy before a live studio 
audience. 
I" " TheRoVers will also welcome 
special  guests including s inger  
• i[nne Murray  on  AprU 12. Other  
. guests"" Will include- vocalist 
Carmel  Quinn' .  
TOn _their opening program 
ne Irisl~ Rovers do it all 
themselves with a half-hour of 
music, songs, skits and poems. 
A .weekly feature of the show 
is "Stories to Warm Your 
Mind~r" humorous vignettes in 
which JimmyFergusonand Will 
Miliar,' dressed as leprecha.mi's, 
act out stories " fo r  the litUe i 
people". 1 . " " " " 
. .  Al though they l  are: fal l  " 
f rom Ireland, th(~ir d iverge~ 
~d.0 f teq  eroseing pat lmledte  ; 
-ua~gary where they fo rm~'~e 
group. ~:- • 
'. Will '" M i l la r ,  the Orn,n'a" : 
banjoist, guitarist, l oad~'~ ~- :; 
bnd guiding spirit, brought he • 
five together to record The ! 
Un icorn ,  .a  song .by  61~el. ; 
Silve rstein. " • : • 
Since then, their" credits~in; ' 
elude successful concert tours~ 
recordings (Six gold records); 
and televisioh appearances. :  i , 
Their approach to music has 
brought them many guest  : 
appearances On major  TV: 
shows including Mike Doug]an~ • 
• Joey Bishop, Merv Griffin,-The 
Smothers BrOthers and.Steve ' 
Allen. . . 
BRIT ISH COLUMBIA SOCIETY FOR T~IE ,': 
PREVENTION OF CRU ELTY TO ANIMALS • 
T ,rr~ce Animai  Shelter- -  4Sl6 HawlarKI  ':: 
Open 3 -6 /w in .  Fri .  ' Weekends 9-11 
Phone635-7475 .. ~ " 
FOR• SALE 
.USED D INETTE SUITES 
• USED BEDROOM SUITES • 
.USED CHESTERFIELD SUITES .... 
• USED TELEVISION SETS " ':~ 
We Buy, ~!1, Trader.& Rent• . . . . . .  . 
":At :FRED,S FURNITURE:CENTRE:  
• (A  D iv i s ion  o f  F red 's  Ref r igerat ion)•  " 
Across From 
4434 Lakelse The Legion 63S~?n 
REAL ESTAT E . INSURANCE 
FOR COURTEOUS SE~RV'i(:E CA L*i'~"' 
• .. . : 
Wightman & Smith Ltd. 
• TERRACE'S SEN IOR A~;ENCY 
'4611 LAKELSE.AVE.  
Quality Prlntir~r wlt~ 
fast service, see Joe's] 
BOOKLET8 • E IGNE • T|CKE'TB 
• L .ET ' rERN~DE • ENVELOpwl  • 
IMeNU8 • BNAPOUTE, Je  Po l r r r l JRE  
E ITATEMENT8 • Bu~eINEBE FORf le  
BU81NEB8 CARDI I  • FLYERS 
RUBBER 18TAM.  F~ MADE TO~)RD. 
JOF'$ PRINTflt$ 
~,. 4e I t .LAZBLIJZ. I"ERRACB. B.O. ~ 
• PHONE O3S-3024 
Wl~ CAN CALL  AT  YOUR OFIW|Ca OR SH'OP 
TO D l lk~Uae AL l .  YOUR PR INT INO NIr~J~l l  
iMSSIAR G011STRUOTI0-J LTD. 
"Planners ~qBuilders Of Quality Homes" 
Phone Mr A. Schwaiger 635.5220 
NEW HoMEs FOR SALE ON BENNER ST. 
Occupancy date Apri l  15 CMHC m orlgage at 8% Per cent 
• Must be seen to be. apPrec!aled. 
• i • Ha i rcUtS• : :  , 
• Men:  ' i  S3:25:* ::! 
B0ys(under  i51: SliSO 
i /  Shaves~S2~/:i;i/!.~i ~
r k l  " 1 ' Q  Aven, 
edrber*/i Shbp 
• -- ;~ :46033Park:A~e. / : ! ! /  . 
A • , ,  . :  , 
Ac~ ~fr0m Libi:ary ~,j ,i.i I
l a .  
I• 
! • 
=.  
m . 
| 
~.,.. 
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IT'S A SNOWMOBILERS IIEAVEN up ~n 
Copper Mountain. in Thornhill. Ilerald photog- 
• , ~;~L~-~ 
~,~d 
. " . ,  
rapher Tess Brousseau says if you ever see her 
up there snapping pictures, offer her a ride 
~ i ¸  ~ ,  • : , 
~H 
down. It's a long walk. And she relies on the 
hospitality of the snowmobilers for rides--Staff photo• 
~ ~- : ,<~> i~ • " , ~,; i '~ : ,~ i ~'" . , -~ ,  : !  . = " "=" '~:~ '~;~/ /  
LIKE BILLOWING. CLOUDS. the wind-swept snowon Copper Mountain drifts into imaginative shapes--Staff photo. 
i **~V,~' "'. 
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Car tings",down Bombers .... ' :  
for crack, at .top ,spOt 
It was all over for the IQtimal 
Legion Bombers in the third and 
final game of the semi-finals 
Wednesday night. 
Our team trounced the 
hometown favorites 5-1 in front 
of some 500 fans who packed the 
Kitimat arena. 
Terrace, who Were the un- 
derdogsof the series, put the B- 
ombers .in l)lace right off the 
bat, as Norm McFarland put 
the puck on Fank O'Brien's 
stick and the visitors were 
away. 
For the next 10 minutes, it 
was a duel of the goaltenders 
with Gilliard doing most of the 
work. He robbed Bomber 
players one after another. 
HOT TROT 
Muzwish of Kitimat was also 
hot until the 12:16 of the first 
frame. Once • again McFarland 
crossed the blue line, fed Jerry 
Sarich, who made no mistake 
blasting Mazwish. The period 
ended with the locals on top 2-0. 
Coach O'Brien must have 
done some fancy talking bpt- 
ween periods, because the fel- 
lows in red came out ready to 
right. Ther period was only 30 
seconds old when Sarich picked 
up his second tally of the even- 
ing. Jerry picked up a lose puck 
at center ice, crossed the blue 
line and blistered a shot to make 
the red light flash once more. 
The locals who had dominated 
the game so far, by their steady 
back checking and bottling their 
opponents in their own'zone, e- 
ased up. Markwart took ad- 
vantage of the slackness and 
breezed up the left wing, into th- 
e Terrace zone. He made a rink 
wide pass to Hammerquist who 
beat Giiliard clean at 4:41. 
SQUAD 'MAD' 
Now the "red squad" wasm- 
ad. Three minutes later O'Brien 
with his second of the night out 
of game out of reach for the 
homers. 
Grabbing the puck at the side 
of the Kitimat net he whistled a
shot into the net making the 
score 4-1• This wasn't good 
the iml~ortance of preserving an 
"environment for survival" 
during National Wildlife Week, 
April 4-10. 
The Fish and Wildiife Branchl 
in cooperation with the 
Canadian Wildlife Federation, 
the British Columbia Wildlife 
Federation an Provincial 
Department of Education is 
distributing 7,000 posters and 
copies of classroom lessons. 
They deal with such specific 
su.bjects as Our Natural En- 
vironment; Key to Survival; 
From Cradle to Catastrophe, 
which i s  about  human 
population growth; Technology 
'Use, or Abuse?' "]~e Natural 
Heritage of Canadians and the 
Canadian Opportunity. 
Dr. James Hatter, director of 
the fish and wildlife branch, 
took the opportunity of the 
announcement of National 
Wildlife Week to point out to 
British Columbia's that wildlife 
is endagnered .by pollution, 
pesticides and other factors 
which may be evidence that 
conditions affecting human life 
could be worsening. 
National Wildlife Week is an 
annual observance declared by 
an Act of Parliament in 1947. 
stride for sh'Ide, and breaking 
up play's :before they started.,, 
With the.dying minutes of the 
~,ame, Bombers realizing they, 
were through for theyear and 
Carlings realizing they had the 
game won, tempers began to 
rise. 
Both clubs began geting 
sloPW, and rough,, but good 
)refereeing had things under 
"co~ntrol before sparks flew. 
• The Carlings now advanced to 
the finals against he Vegas W- 
ith the first game last Saturday. 
The second game is tonight. 
• (Monday) and the third on 
enough. Five minutes passea 
with. Carlings in control and 
Pauquette put the last disc 
between the pipes. Rick picked 
up a pass from defense mate 
Steve Sparks at center ice. He' 
'walked in on the defense and 
hammered his slap shot home 
from 15 feet out, z " " 
Gilliard once again was the - 
star of the period, when twice d-  
tiring the'period his opponent 
had a two-man.advantage. But
they .just couldn't penetrate 
Gilliard's pack. 
' KEPTFRESH 
The third period got under- 
way and coach O'Brien's quick Wednesday. It is a best three 
changes kept our boys fresh all out of five series. •:, 
period. The fellows charged Game times are 8:15 each n- 
their tack ties and lilayed a ight. It is bound to be good 
defensive game. Although they hockey and our boys Could do 
didn't score any goals, neither with a little support. Come out 
did the Bombers, and support the "Red Machine" 
Our boys stayed on the home and help bring" the cup to T- 
town club, ~taking •with them errace. ~ 
~ - - " "  in  ' / I • 
~OYAL .CANADIAN LEGION i " 
. . . . .  DispatCh.  
~y 'Pou Bogelun~ " "' 
. . . . .  + . . . .  " - I  " "  I TRT  J~  
ricer of No. 747, Air Cadet 
Squadron. His resignation, 
tendered because of ill health, 
has regretfully been accepted 
by your executive. Best wishes 
to-Comrade Simons for an 
improvement in health and 
"appreciation of his services to 
the squndron. 
Lieutenant Lindstrom has 
been appointed Commanding 
Officer of No. 747 Squadron, 
effective April 1. 
Once again, we remind you of 
the zone meeting at Kitimat on 
April 3, followed by the Com- 
mand Seminar, which will 
continue through the rest of 
Saturday and through all day 
Sunday. 
"13" for now - see you soon 
with a report from the zone 
meeting and the Seminar. 
During 'his tour of Nor- 
thwestern British Columbia, the 
President of Paciific Command 
of the Royal Canadian Legion 
will pay an informal visit to our 
branch, 
Due to the ' l imit  o f 'h i s  
itinerary, Comrade Reverend 
Harris will not be able to attend 
a full formal meeting; 
therefore, yo~ executive has 
arranged for an informal 
meeting to take place a t  the 
Legion Auditorium, at 7 P.M, on 
Friday, April 2. We are hoping• 
that many of our members will 
take advantage of this op- 
portunity to meet our Command 
President for an informal chat 
about Legion affairs. 
We regret o inform you •that 
Comrade• Dave Simons has 
resigned as Commanding Of- 
National Ex-addlcts t , , - , . ,  : 
Wildlife 'tell your- story' 
week ke e Sl~eena MP Frank Howard , abuse. " 
Terrace school children will wants former drug addicts to I He made the suggestion i the 
have their attention drawn to "tell it like it is" to the federal I House of Commons last weekl 
government's study •into drug 
Bennett. 
heads 
motelmen 
Directing his question to 
Health Minister John Munro, 
' Howard asked: 
"Would he take'the course, 
before it may be urged on him, 
to arrange to' have officials of 
his department make a 
thorough, detailed presentation 
• to the committee studying his 
estimates with respect o the 
program, including pamphlets. 
and the like, which his depart- 
ment is conducting about drug 
abuse?" 
Munroreplied: "I will be 
pleased to take that matter into 
consideration." - 
Howard, according t0 Han- 
sard, official record of the 
House, also asked: 
"Would-the minister also 
consider the'possibi l i ty of 
arranging for an analysis of this 
program by ~bse who have 
gone through the "drug world 
and know what it is all about?" 
Theminister said he would 
consider the.suggestion. 
LULU WAS A LULU 
Lulu Island was named in 1867. 
after a beautiful young woman, 
Miss Lulu Sweet, in a traveling 
theatrical troupe. 
New officers for the Terrace 
local of the B.C. Motels, Resorts 
and Trailer.Parks Association 
were elected at a meeting here 
March 23, 
The meeting in the Slumber 
lodge lounge, marked the first 
anniversary of the local. • 
New officers are, Bill Ben- 
nett, president ("The Motel"); 
R. Scoul iar,  vice-president 
(Cedars Motel); and Mrs. J . .  
MaeDougall, secretary-treas- 
urer  (Slumber Lodge)' 
Former officers were R. L- 
owrie, president and Bill Re- 
nnet, vice-president. Mrs. 
MacDougall was re-elected 
secretary-treasurer. 
The associaton's next meetin- 
g will be at 8 p.m, April 27 in the 
Slumber Lodge lounge. Any 
interested .members of the 
hospitality industry are invited 
th attend. 
6ov't Inspected Redi To 'Eat 
HAMS 
. . . . .  . . . . . . .  ,!i 
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